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1925-1926
AUGUST,1925
BELMONT HEIGHTS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
u. S.A.
CALENDAR, 1925.1926
OPENING AND ORGANIZATION
September 16, 1925
THANKSGIVING DAY
November 26, 1925
CHRISTMAS VACATION
Approximately two weeks
BACCALAUREATE SERMON
May 30, 1926
CLASS DAY AND PARK EXERCISES
June 2, 1926
RECEPTION TO ALUMNJE AND GRADUATING CLASSES
June 2, 1926
ALL-CLUB DINNER
June 2, 1926
COMMENCEMENT DAY
June 3, 1926
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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
J. D. BLANTON, President
LENA J. HAWKS
Dean of Faculty
LELIA D. MILLS
Dean o/"Women
MRS. ELIZABETH PLASKETT
Secretary H011t€Department
MRS. MARY R. DAVIS
Assistant Home Department
MRS. SOLON E. ROSE
Assistant Home Department
ALMA PAINE
Registrar
ALICE B. CALDWELL
Bible
B.A., Carlton College
ALBERT CAMPBELL HOLT
Bible
B.A. aml M.A., Park College; Ph.D., George Peabody College
OLIVE CARTER ROSS
English, Art History
B.A., University of Nashville: Graduate Student. Vanderbilt Univenity:
M.A .. Columbia University
IRENE M. CHAMBERS
English
B.A" Denison University: M.A., Columbia University
ALICE CUSHMAN HUNTER
English
B.A. and Ph.D., University of Nebraska
ANNA PUGH
English
B.A., University of Arkansas; M.A., UniVClrsity of Chicago
ELLENE RANSOM
English
B.A. and M.A., Vanderbilt University; Special Student, Columbia University
LINDA RHEA
English
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A .. Columbia University
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THEODORA COOLEY SCRUGGS
Englwh
B.A., Wellesley College' Graduate St d .
of Lit~rature and Hi:t~;yCi~eE~~o~:iver9Ity:Student
SUSAN S. SOUBY
English
B.A., George Peabody College for Teachers
MARGARE.T BORROWMAN HERON
AS8istant in Engli8k
M.A., University of Glasgow
B.A.,
LOUISE HERRON
English, History
Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia
B.A.,
University
EDITH KATHARINE GREENLEE
History
Western Maryland College; M.A.• Columbta
y University
CAROLINE LEAVELL
History
Vanderbilt University: M.A.• ColumbiaB.S., University
CATHERINE ASHBURNER'
History, English
B.A., Wellesley College
MARY RACHEL NORRIS
Psychology, Educatwn
B.A. lind M.A., Bryn Mawr Coll~ge
ANNIE CLAYBROOKE ALLLISON
Latin
B.A., Vanderbilt University
BERTHA NORRIS BOWEN.
Latin
B.A. and M.A., Bryn Mawr
B.A.,
College
'MARTHA ANNETTE CASON
Latin
University of Chicago; M.A., Columbia University
HELEN ATWOOD THACH
Latin, History
Special Student. Chicago University and Un' .tverarty of Colorado
E.ENA JAMES HAWKS
Mathematics
B.A., Goucher College' M A V d .
St~den't 'Joh an Herbilt.University' Graduat,
"0 I ' flS cpklns '
n eave of absence, 1925-26.
T
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ELIZABETH BROOKES
Mathematics
B.S., Vanderbilt University: M.A., George Peabody College
EULEEN BROWN
Mathematics
».A., Vanderbilt University
JOSEPHINE STONE
Mathematic8
B.S., George Peabody College; Graduate Sludent, Vanderbilt University
W. H. HOLLINSHEAD
Chemistry
Ph.G. and D.Sc., Vanderbilt University
ELIZABETH McFADDEN
Assistant in Chemistry
B.S., Vanderbilt Univ<:>rsily
ALMA HOLLINGER
Biology
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan; Stud<:>nt,Michigan Biological Station
and Marine Biological Statton, Venice, Cal.
DORIS HAWKINS
Assistant in Biology
B.S. and M.S.. Vanderbilt University
KATE BRADLEY BEZIAT
French
B.A., Vassar; M.A., Cornell University; Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins
University and Univ<:>rsityof Paris
ANTOINETTE FLEURY
French
Ecole Secondaire, Swit:l:erland: four years Special Student, Paris
CHARLES A. ROCHEDIEU
Frenclv
B.A.. Univerllity of Manitoba
LAURE MARIE SCHOENI
French
Ecole Secondaire, St. Imler, Switzerland; Special Student, University
of Missouri and University of Chicago
LEONIE VIMONT
French
B.A., Adelphi College; M.A., Columbia University; Graduate Student in Romance
Languages, Columbia University; Certificate of Special Studies In French
Literature and Philosophy, University of Paris; Officer d'Academie
MARGARET ROBERSON HOLLINSHEAD
German
B.S. and M.A., Vanderbilt University
JOHN CLARKE JOHNSON
Spanish
B.A., U;iversity of Mississippi; Graduate Student, Harvard University
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PAUL THOMAS MANCHESTER
Spanish
B.A., Park Collea-e; M.A •• Vanderbilt University; Graduate Work, University Chile
UNA M. SPALLER
Foods and Cookery
D.S.• Simmons College
MARGARET KENNEDY LOWRY
Textiles and Sewing
Special Student, Georg:e Peabody College for Teachers
EUNICE KINKEAD
Assistant in Home Bconomiee
B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers
LOUISE GORDON
A1"t
Grllduate of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arb
LILLIAN NEUSTAEDTER
Art
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and Applied Arh
PAULINE SHERWOOD TOWNSEND
Director School of Expression
Graduate, New England Conservut r . P
Expression; Special COUT C! • OJ' y08tgradu~te. Boston School of
8 s In ew ark, ChlC:all'O.and Boston
MARY HARRIS COCKRILL
Expression
Vanderbilt UnLversity; Graduate, Boston SchoolB.A., of Expression
EMMA I. SISSON
Graduate S Director Sch~ol of Physical Education
D ' arll'ent School of Physic I Ed
aneing: Student, Harvard Sum~er Su;;atl1ol1 and of Gilbert Normal School for
Student in Corre<:tive Gymnallt~c 00 Ch~lddCo~umbia l!nivenity: Special
9, I ren 1I Hospital, Boston
CATHERINE E. MORRISON
Dipl f PhY8tcai Training, Athletics, SWimming
oma rom Posaee Gymnasium Bost. .
New York, and Coh~m"b·,·_Slull!C~alS~tUdent, Chalilf School
n nll'erSI y ,
SARAH CLAYTON JETER
AS8istant in Athletics and S' .W1mmtng
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School
MARGARET EARLY
Riding
LAWRENCE GOODMAN
Pupil of Ernest Hut h Director School of Piano
Ferrucio Bu ., c escn, Josef Lhevinne and S' .
Pupil Pea~yB CMaster School for Piar:istll B~:;i~n~t St o.icwakt : Student at
, of Piano v~erEtodry of Musle, Baltimore 'M~VI.z;rland: Scholarship
, nne School of Music N ' y" ormerly Teacher
concertized e>ctensively in Unite';;. S~~~sCity: has
T
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LOUISE BEST
Piano
Pupil of Ernest Hutcheson and Sigismund Stofowsklt PupU at Sterns University,
Berlin: Pupll of Rudolph Gam:: T'heoretieal Courses in the
Institute of MUllical Arts, New York
ALICE KAVANAUGH LEFTWICH
Piano
Graduate, Beethoven Conservatory, St. Louis: Pupil of Arthur Foote and B. J. Lanll',
Boston: three years in Paris with M. M.oBzkowski and Wager Swayne
BUDA LOVE MAXWELL
Piano
Graduate, New England Conservatory of Music under Madame Hopekirk and
George Proctor: Pupil of Harold Bauer and Wager Swayne, Paris
ANNIE PHILLIPS RANSOM
Piano
Certificate Royal College of Muaic. London
HAZEL COATE ROSE
Piano
Pupil of William H. Sherwood, Glenn Dillard Gunn. Vietor Heinee : Formerly
Teacher of Piano, CosmoIJo!ita,n School of Music, Indianapolis. Ind.
ESTELLE ROY SCHMITZ
Piano
Pupil of S. B. Mills, Harold von Mielcwitz, and JOlleffy, New York:
Otto Nietzet and Steinhauer, Germany
AMELIE THRONE
Piano
Pupil of Maurice Aronson, Vienna; Josef Lhevinne, Berlin;
Sigismund Sto.iowskt, New York
FREDERICK ARTHUR HENKEL
Pipe Organ
Graduate, Metropolitan College of Music; Student, Cincinnati College ot
Music; Pupil of Steinbrecher, Andre, and Sterling
MARY VENABLE BLYTHE
Sight Playing and Piano
Graduate, St. Mary's Hall, San Antonio: Pupil ot von Mickwitz and ot
Harry Redman, New England Conservatory
GAETANO SALVATORE DE LUCA
Director School of Voice
For three years Pupil of Chevalier Edouardo Carrado, Famous Teacher of Italy:
for two years Pupil of Chevalier Alfredo Sermiento, Caruso'a Coach: Pupii of
Commendatore B. Carelli, Director NlI.pl"s Conservatory: Pupil of Lom-
bardi, Florence, Italy: Pupil of Bu",~i Peceia and Carbone, New
York: Pupil of Signor Baraldi, London
FLORENCE N. BOYER
Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin College: Pupil of Signor Vananni, Italy: Mesdames
de Sales and Bossettt, Munich: Oscar Seagle and de Res",ke, Paris
HELEN TODD SLOAN
Voice
Pupil of George Deane, Boston: Isidore Brllggiotti, Florence, Italy;
Gsetano S, de Luc ... Nashville
KENNETH ROSE
Violin
Pupil of MeGibeny, Indianapolis: Arthur Hartmann, Paris: George Lehmann. Berlin:
Souky, Prague; Formerly Teacher, Metropolitan School of Music, Indianapolis,
and Concert Master, Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
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ALLINE FENTRESS
Violin Accompanist
Pupil of Kenneth D. Rose
HENRY S. WESSON
Musical Sciencee
Graduate and Postgraduate, Guilmant Organ School of New York' Special Stud t
New York UnlvcrBity; Spe~ial PUIlil of W. C. C~rl, W. I. Nevin's. Clement R. en.
Gale, Warren A. Headen, and George R. Wedge, of New York
HATTIE THULA PASCHALL
Voice Accompanist
MATTIE BUCKNER OWSLEY
Superintendent of Practice
JENNIE ALLENSWORTH
Stenogmphy, Type1U1'iting, Bookkeeping
B.S .. George Peabody College
DOROTHY WILSON
LOUISE SAUNDERS
Librarians
W. B. WRIGHT
Bursar
HENRIETTE RICHARDSON BRYAN
EDNA NELLUMS
Book Room and Student Bank
MARY NEAL
MRS. T. H. GAINES
MRS. ALLEN G. HALL
MRS. MARY LEE JETER
MRS. CHARLIE D. McCOMB
MRS. ANNE R. MURREY
Hostesses
MRS. ANNA S. BROWN
MRS. J. W. CHARLTON
ANNIE LITTON
MRS. ADA MEANS
Chaperons
SUSAN CHILDRESS RUCKER
MARTHA FREY
Graduate Nurses
CARRIE D. MOSELEY
LOUISE MOSELEY
MRS. MAY R. STEWART
LILLIA TOWLES
Field Representatives
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THE WARD.BELMONT SCHOOL
HISTORICAL SKETCH
ARD-BELMONT, a junior college for young
women, is the" outgrowth of the union of Ward
Seminary and Belmont College. Ward Semi-
nary was founded in 1865 by William E. Ward,
D.D., and Belmont College was founded in
1890 by Misses Ida E.Hood and Susan L.
Heron. In June, 1913, the two schools were united on the
Belmont campus under the charter name, "The Ward-
Belmont School." Ward-Belmont is not forgetful of her
past; she honors her founders, she reveres the two parent
schools, and points with pride to that long line of gradu-
ates and students who have gone out into life's service, and
whose happy memories and genuine affection for the old
schools now bind them to the new.
A record of long service in the national field constitutes
the richest heritage and the real asset with which Ward-
Belmont pursues her new and larger life.
NASHVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS
Nashville has an enviable record as an historical, educa-
tional, and cultural center.
The chosen location of great universities, professional
schools, colleges, and preparatory schools, Nashville has
established a far-famed reputation as a center of learning.
Ward Seminary and Belmont, through their long and hon-
ored careers, have contributed much toward winning for
the city of Nashville her merited title of "The Athens of
the South." These two schools, in cooperation with Van-
derbilt University and George Peabody College for Teach-
ers, have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of culture
which makes this city an ideal home for students.
On an imposing eminence the State Capitol stands, an
interesting example of classic architecture. In its grounds
is the tomb of President James K. Polk. Located at a cen-
tral point in the Centennial Park is a facsimile of the Par-
thenon, true inevery detail. On one of the many beautiful
drives and car lines is Belle Meade, for many years a eel-
W A R D
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ebrated stock farm. Twelve miles from Nashville is the
Hermitage, the home and burial place of Andrew Jackson,
President, statesman, and warrior. Not far from the
Ward-Belmont campus is the battle field of Nashville, and
near by stretches the scene of the battles of Franklin and
Stone River. Within a few hours' ride are Lookout Moun-
tain and Mammoth Cave. Nashville is within easy reach
of all the historical points of Tennessee.
In addition to the cultural advantages offered by Nash-
ville through its educational and historical interests, an
opportunity is given by the city to hear many of the most
famous artists, readers, and lecturers. Nashville thus af-
fords the means of acquiring a most liberal culture.
THE CAMPUS
Ward-Belmont stands in the beautiful hilltop park for-
merly the site of Belmont,. and to both the grounds and
buildings extensive additions have been made. The cam-
pus, containing thirty acres, is surrounded by one of the
best residence sections of Nashville. It is sufficiently re-
moved to give that quiet and seclusion which are conducive
to studious habits; yet the railway station, the shopping
districts, and the churches of all denominations in the city
are easily accessible by car. Ward-Belmont is located in
the vicinity of Vanderbilt University and George Peabody
College for Teachers, and has an elevation of one hundred
feet above the city.
CLIMATE AND HEALTH
The bracing atmosphere and temperate climate of Middle
Tennessee make Nashville an ideal location for school work.
Pupils from more- northern States, as well as those from
farther south, find here a school unexcelled in physical ad-
vantages. The mild weather and the inviting campus en-
courage outdoor sports and games, which have contributed
much toward maintaining the excellent health record of the
school.
Ward-Belmont realizes just how much the health of its
stu?ents de~ends on physical conditions, and safeguards
their health In every possible way. The buildings are sani-
tary; the drinking water is filtered, sterilized, cooled, and
�"~-c:c---_~
•
•
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is supplied in hygienic fountains throughout the buildings;
trained and experienced nurses have charge of a well-
ordered infirmary. A further precaution is the requirement
that a certificate of good health be furnished by every resi-
dent student.
Ward-Belmont realizes that, in order to reach the best
mental as well as physical results, one must have good,
nourishing food. Especial care is paid, therefore, to the
meals and their preparation. The kitchen and bakery have
the latest improvements "insteam cooking, gas and electric
appliances, and cold storage; the dining halls are commo-
dious and attractive. The menus are supervised by a
trained dietitian.
The physical safeguards and the abundant supply of
wholesome, nutritious food, the regular habits and ordered
life of the school, and physical culture scientifically adapted
to the student's individual needs are potent factors in pro-
moting the excellent health record of Ward-Belmont.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The plan of the buildings is that of a quadrangle with
one open side. On the north side of this square are located
Fidelity, North Front, South Front, and Founders Halls,
with the drawing rooms, the auditorium, and the dining
rooms; on the east, three other residence halls-c-Pembroke
Hall, Heron Hall, and Senior Hall; on the south, the Aca-
demic Building and the new Gymnasium. Other buildings
on the campus included in the school plant are the new High
School Building, the music practice house, the social club
buildings, and the heating plant. The buildings are hand-
some and commodious, and are models in their adaptation
to school use. They are fitted with the most improved
methods of sanitation, heating, lighting, ventilation, and
fire escapes.
The Academic Building, in classic colonial architecture,
was completed and equipped in 1914. In this building are
the large, well-lighted classrooms, the library, the science
laboratories, the expression and art studios, and the admin-
istration office~. The library is under the care of expe-
rienced librarians, and is open every day, except Sunday
from 8 A.M. to 5: 30 P.M., and every evening, except Sa~
urday and Sunday, from a quarter past seven to a quarter
to ten. It contains about seventy-five hundred well-chosen
volumes, and its reading tables are liberally supplied with
standard magazines.
A gymnasium, with every modern improvement, has just
been completed. It is a handsome three-story brick build-
ing, with stone trimmings, conforming in style to the Aca-
demic Building, with which it connects. The first floor is
given over to bowling alleys, showers, lockers, and linen,
shampoo, and hair-drying rooms. The office of the swim-
ming teacher is also on this floor. The entrance hall and
corridor-s of this floor are terrazza. The floors of the
shower, shampoo, and hair-drying rooms are white tile.
The second story of the building constitutes the main
~oor for gymnasium work, and provides a spacious, well-
lighted room for all forms of gymnastic exercise. The third
floor. contains the visitors' galleries, a studio for eesthetic
dancmg, and three small rooms for special classrooms
board meetings, and trophies. '
The s:vimming pool is iJ.1a separate building, which can.
nects with the gymnasium on a lower floor through two
~ntra?ces. The entrance to the audience balcony of the pool
(S gamed from the second floor of the gymnasium. The
~.oolhas the advantage of overhead sunlight and good out-
sids ventilation through a large skylight and windows both
on the lower and balcony floors.
Separate dormitories are provided for college and nigh-
school students, thus promoting the individual welfare of
ea~hdepartment. These residence halls are well furnished
bh In their arrangements meet every demand of comforta-
e and refined home life. Pembroke, Senior, and Heron
Hall~are arranged in suites of two double rooms with con-
nectmg bath or . .
. ' ,In some cases, of two single rooms with
connectmg bath Oth d . .
d ble . er ormitones have either separateou e rooms with I' ., amp e sanitary appomtments and baths
Eonehveryfloor, or bath suites of two double rooms eachac room is fu . h d . .
single iron b d rTIlS e. with rugs, dresser, table, chairs,
All the r e 5, and, WIt.hfew exceptions, separate closets.
light and ~~:~ t: outside exposure, with abundant sun-
WAR D
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FACULTY
The real strength of a school lies in its teaching force.
Ward-Belmont selects her faculty with care, and in the va-
rious departments are men and women of the highest ideals
who have been educated in standard colleges and universities
of this country and abroad and who have had successful
experience in the classroom. In the literary work, in Mu-
sic, Art, Expression, Home Economics, and in Physical
Education, the same high standards are upheld. Ward-
Belmont believes that true education is character building,
and selects her faculty with this in mind. Believing in the
inspiration from personal touch between teacher and pupil,
the school maintains an approximate ratio of one faculty
member to ten resident students. Ward-Belmont is charac-.
terized by cordial friendship and sympathetic interest in the
attitude of the faculty toward the students in all the activi-
ties of the school. I
I
I
i
,
I
HOME LIFE
The President and his family and many of the teachers
and officers of the administration live in the residence halls,
and their presence as constant advisers and sympathetic
friends contributes much to that -spir'it of comradeship and
good cheer so evident in the school. Constant appeal is
made for sincere cooperation on the part of every student
in maintaining wholesome standards of school living. Hand-
some drawing rooms, attractive corridors, inviting rest
rooms on every hall, and the unusual feature of a roof gar-
den for recreation, all attest the care with which the home
comforts and pleasures have been anticipated.
SOCIAL CLUBS
Ten clubs with a membership of fifty to sixty each, are a
pleasant and helpful feature of the social life of the school.
Membership in one of these clubs is expected of every r~sI-
dent student. They meet formally once a week for sO,cIal,
literary, or musical programs, and informally at other tIm~s
for recreation. A spirit of loyalty in the clubs develops m
the students .the best qualities, mental and moral as well as
social.
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RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
~hristian homes all over the land are sources from
WhIChour students corne. Though no sectarianism is lived
or taught, earnest effort is made to stimulate and strengthen
the Impulse toward Christian life and service. Regular
Bl~le courses form part of the curriculum, and there is an
active Young Women's Christian Association, in which
mem~er~ of the faculty cooperate with the students. The
association and the school jointly employ a secretary who
directs the .activities of the Y. W. C. A. so that the 'influ-
ences of this orga?lZa~lOn are made vital in the life of the
schoo~. System~tlC BIble training and mission study. daily
devotional exercises at chapel, and frequent visits by the
pastors of the city are among the agencies by which the
school life IS made wholesome and inspiring. The spirit
of church loyalty is fostered by requiring each student to
attend the church of her parents' choice on Sunday morning.
DRESS AND HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
a ~dxtravagance.a.nd e~tremes in dress are firmly discour-
fg . The ~dmlmstrabon presents its ideas and regulations
c~;c~iproPrIate dress for the Ward-Belmont girl in a dress
conte~rp'l~hlCh Wdlllbe sent on request to each mother who
A a es sen mg her daughter to the school.
I n abundant supply of table napkins, towels, sheets pi 1-
s~:~~~:~haanrdbefdsptrheadsis furnished each student at a'rea-
ge or e year.
GOVERNMENT
Discipline in Ward BIt· .
form of student ov - e mon IS simplified by a modified
ulty cooperation ga dernment,. properly safeguarded by fac-
o n superVISIOn Th' "SIStSof (1) a stud t . . IS orsanizetion con-en council compo d f .
chosen by the students from th . se 0 representatives
College classes' (2) a f It e HIgh-School as well as the
o • acu y committ .
Presidant ; and (3) the Presid ee, appornted by the, rest ent.
Th LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
e presence in Nashville f .
fessional schools and . 0 great umversities and pro-
. varIOUS church b d .coming of famous Ie t oar s insures thecurers and ent rt .. e amers. Lectures on
w A D B ME LR
a great variety of subjects, free to the student body, are
delivered during the year by men and women of distinction.
Artists of international reputation are frequently brought
to Nashville. In the past Ward-Belmont students have had
the opportunity of hearing the following, among other nota-
ble people:
LECTURERs-President Arthur T. Hadley, E. E. Barnard, Leon H.
Vincent, Emil G. Hirsch, Russell H. Conwell, William Hawley Smith,
Lorado Taft, William J. Bryan, President W. H. Taft, President
Woodrow Wilson, United States Senator Luke Lea, Robert E. Speer,
United States Senator W. R. Webb, Dr. Carolyn Geisel, Francis E.
Clark, Bishop W. R. Lambeth, Evangelist J. Wilbur Chapman, Presi-
dent John Franklin Goucher, Bishop W. F. McDowell, Bishop Thomas
F. Gailor, Bishop Eugene R. Hendrix, President W. H. P. Faunce,
Dan Crawford (of Africa), Henry Oldys, Camden M. Coburn (arcbe-
ologist), Dr. G. Campbell Morgan, Bishop McConnell, Henry Turner
Bailey, Stephen S. Wise, William D. MacClintock, Frank Alvah Par-
sons, Lieutenant Delaroche-Vernet, Captain Pierre Loriot, General Sir
Walter Lawrence, Monsieur Cestre, Dr. Clarence D. Ussber, Dr. Wil-
liam Jay Hudson, S. Parkes Cadman, Richard Burton, John Powys.
AUTHORs-Hamilton W. Mabie, Richard G. Moulton, John A. Wy-
eth, Josiah Strong, Felix Adler, George Kennan, Marion Crawford,
Newell Dwight Hillis, Lyman Abbott, Walter H. Page, J. Ward Stin-
son, James Whitcomb Riley, Ruth McEnery Stuart, Rabindranath
Tagore, John Trotwood Moore, Elizabeth Fraser, Vachel Lindsay,
Edward Steiner, Padriac Colum.
READERs-Montaville Flowers, Frank C. Elliott, Ida Benfey, Caro-
line Gordon, Leland Powers, Bertha Kunz Baker, Fred Emerson
Brooks, Eulie Mae Rushmore, Ella Sedgwick Southwick, C. E. W.
Griffith, Carolyn Foye Flanders, Madame Labadie.
MUSICIANs-Tetrazzini, Melba, Paderewsld, Liebling, Saville, Ovide
Mustn, Clarence Eddy, Royal Italian Band, Metropolitan Grand
Opera Company in Parsifal, Calve, Kubelik, Leandro Campanari (vic-
linist), Cecil Fanning (baritone), "Madame Zimmerman (soprano),
Oscar. Seagle (baritone), Leopold Kramer, Francis McMillin, Max
Bendix, Maud Powell, Arthur Hartmann, Fritz Kreisler, Emil Sauret,
Carl Grienauer, Steindel, Edward Baxter Perry, Leopold Winkler,
Sherwood, Gertrude Peppercorn, Burmeister, Josef Hoffman, Mark
Hambourg, Bloomfield Zeisler, Percy Grainger, Augusta Cotlow, Har-
old Bauer, Carrena, Reisenauer, Godowski., de Pechrnan, George" Ham-
lin, Glenn Hall, Bonci, Bispham, DeReszke, Muriel Foster, Homer,
Schumann-Heink, Mary Garden, Nordica, Sembrich, Oadski, Alice
Neilson, Alma Gluck, Frances Ingram, Christine Miller, Julia Culp,
Frederic Morley, Angelo Cortese (harpist), Ricardo Martin, J omelli,
Gerville Reache; the Zoellner String Quartette; Tollefsen Trio; the
Strauss, Victor Herbert, Russian, Minneapolis, and Cincinnati Sym-
phonies; the Damrosch Orchestra; the United States Marine Band;
the Savage Opera Company, the Abom Opera Company, the Lom-
'[
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bardi Opera Company, the Boston Grand Opera C
York Philharmonic Orchestra' S . . . ompany. the New
mack, Josef Bonnet Mischa Ei Ple;g, GallI-Curci, John MeGar.
Grand Opera Quartette Farr ma~ lerrenrath: Stracciari, Caruso,
Rubinstein, Martinelli 'Rosa;;' ~~sau, Lhevmne, Levitaki, Ema
Choir. Arthur RUbin~tein. Pau~n~ eh Ed,:ard, ~ohnson, UkranianMaria Jeritzka San Carlos 0 oc auski, Sistine Chapel Choir,
Jascha Heifetz: Ernest Hutch~era ~ompany. Navoes, Frieda Hempel,
De Luea. on, ePachman, Matzenauer, Giuseppe
EXCURSIONS
Nashville has an int ti hi ,setting E eres mg istor ical and geographical
, very year the students '
to visit Mammoth Cave L k t M are given opportunities
and other historical pl;ce o~ ou ountain, The Hermitage,
Washington, New York, a~~n~: near Nashville. A trip to
Christmas vacation sh ld gara will be offered for the
estsd. In accordan'ce :~h t~eSUflicJent number be inter-
schoo!party will spend th custom of many years, a
der the chaperonage of We dsuBmmervacation in Europe un-
o ar - elmont teachers.
NASHVILLE REFERENCES
Any patron of Ward-Belmont
while we confidently r f ' , may be consulted; and
ville, we are formall e etrhm~Ulrersto any citizen of Nash-
y au onzed to say th tgentlemen named belo 'II h a anyone of the
W WI C eerfully answer inquiries:
James 1. Vance D D Pt·
E. P. Dandridg~ D D ~s or FIrst Presbyterian Church.
George Stoves IiD' P ector Christ Episcopal Church.
H. B. Trimble' D D' "p "'tto'MWest End Methodist Church.
W ' . 'J as or cK d M. F. Powell D D P t F' en ree . E. Church
Carey E. :M:o;ga~D Das ;1' rrst ,Baptist C.hurch. .
L. C.Kirkes D D' Pa' to' aBstorVme Street Christian Church
J ' '" s or roadwa Hill b .ames M. Maxon, D.D., Bisho y-. 1 S oro Presbyterian Church.
E. C. Dargan -DD S t p Coadjutor, Diocese of 'I'ennesseeE ' . ., ecre ary B ti ..= .
· B. Chappell, D.D., Sunda ap rst S,unday School Board.
J. E. Clark, D.D., Editor P~e~ChoOI.Ed1torM. E. Church, South.
Co~egHeBoard of p:resbyterian Ch~;t~r'uan SAdvance and Secretary of
· . Chester DD S c, .. A.Ch h i ,. ., ecretary F '~rc in the United States. oreign Missions of Presbyterian
hanceUorJames R K' kl
W. L. Fleming Ph D DIl' and, Ph.D., Vanderbilt Unive 't
P ld , .. , ean of Vand bil rS1y.rest ent Bruce R P er I t University
Teachers. . ayne, Ph.D., George Peabod . C II
CAM y oegefor
· .- c:M:urry Ph D
Collegefor Teache;s .., Professor of Education G P
W D W· , eorge eabody
. . eatherford Ph D
, '" President Southern Y M C A C 1
• • • . 0 lege.
T_______________________ (21)
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James E. Caldwell, President Fourth endFtrst National Bank.
P. D. Houston, President American National Bank. •
William Nelson, President, Nashville Trust Company.
A. E. Potter, President Commerce Union Bank.
Whitefoord R. Cole, President N., C. & St. L. Railway.
W. R. Manier, Sr., Secretary Chamber of Commerce.
MUSIC, ART, AND EXPRESSION
Ward-Belmont offers to girls and young women excep-
tional opportunities for the study of the Fine Arts, The
work in these subjects is of the same high standard as
that in the Liberal Arts department. Frequent music
recitals' tend to develop an appreciation for that which
is best" in this field. Students are always made welcome
to the Art studios, and special exhibitions are given to
cultivate a love for the beautiful in color and form. In
the School of Expression class recitals at frequent intervals
afford to the participants splendid opportunity for develop-
ment, and to the school at large an excellent means of cul- _
ture. Attractive studios and an inspiring environment
make the work of these departments a genuine delight, The
teachers represent the best culture and training of this coun-
try and Europe, They have established an enviable repu-
tation for Ward-Belmont as, one of the distinct centers for
the training of young women in subjects so important in the
development of resthetic taste and temperament.
ifI,
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HOME ECONOMICS
Domestic Science and Domestic Art are now regarded as
essential in a well-rounded education for women. Respond-
ing to this progressive movement, Ward-Belmont maintains
a thorough department for the study of the home and its
varied problems. With its comprehensive courses, its at-
tractive and well-equipped laboratories, and with its able
corps of teachers, this department of practical worth holds
an established place among the departments of the school.
BUSINESS COURSES
To meet still further the needs of the present time, Ward-
Belmont is offering special courses in Stenography, Type-
writing, and Bookkeeping, thus giving an insight into the
practical fundamentals of business.
There is a growing realization that in the future women
WAR D
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I must be. prepared, not only to conduct the business affairs
of the home, but also to share in the leadership of civic
affairs, and in many cases to fill positions of executive
responsibility or to manage their own estates.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND PLAYGROUND
SUPERVISION
Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and
in Playground Supervision, subjects which are being em-
phasized to-day as never before in education. The campus
affords opportunity for outdoor games, the gymnasium is so
equipped that exercise may be adapted to the individual
needs of the pupil, and the swimming pool is modern at ev-
ery point and free to all students. Trained teachers are in
charge of every feature of this department. The work in
Playground Supervision is so planned that the students
enjoy the recreation, and at the same time grasp the meth-
ods by which directed play may be made to promote health,
stimulate the intellect, and lift the moral tone of any com-
munity.
COURSE OF STUDY IN LIBERAL ARTS
Ward-Belmont offers a Junior College Course corre-
sponding to the four years of a preparatory school 'and the
Freshman and Sophomore years of a standard four-year
college. A student who contemplates entering a certain
college or university after the completion of this course
should advise the Dean in advance, that the subjects which
?he tak~ m Ward-Belmont may be those required by that
mstItutlOll.
In ~he Liberal Arts Department, Ward-Belmont offers a
Cla~slC~1DIploma and a General Diploma. With certain
lImItatIOns, work in Music, Art, or Expression may be
counted toward the latter.
At the end of t~e first four years of the course, corre-
spond~ng to the hIgh-school period, students may receive
bt
heHlgh:School Certificate, provided the proper balance has
een mamtamed by the I ti f .Tho . . . comp e IOn 0 courses prescribed .
. se earnmg this certificate can ordinarily complete re-
qUIrements for a Ward-B 1 t J . ..tw . . e mon umor College DIploma m
~ additional years, or they may be admitted without ex-
anunatlon to leading colleges and universities which admit
students on certificates, provided in each case the peculiar
entrance requirements of the institution considered have
been met.
ADVICE ON CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
It is our desire that the courses of study be clearly un-
derstood by parents and prospective pupils. Again, it is
important that each pupil's course be carefully planned on
the basis of· work already. completed, and that individual
tastes and aims be taken into account. To accomplish these
ends, correspondence and personal conference with the Dean
are cordially invited. A complete course of study for the
ensuing year should be filed in the Dean's office by August
15 or as soon thereafter as possible. Prospective patrons
are urged to cooperate with us in working out this course of
study. Plans so made can be modified, if it seems desirable
to a patron, on the opening days of school; but further
changes during the year are usually discouraged. Con-
tinuity of effort and the greatest advancement can in this
way be secured.
'I
I
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APPLICATION FOR ENROLLMENT
Early application is advised. This application should be
made on the school's special blank, which calls for refer-
ences and must be accompanied by a physician's certificate
as to 'the health of the applicant. These forms will be sent
on request, and no student can be definitely en~olled u~til
they are properly filled out, submitted to the Registrar WIth
the enrollment fee of $25, and formally accepted.
II
i
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SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
JUNIOR COLLEGE DEPARTMENT
ADMISSION.- Graduates of accredited four-year high
schools, on presentation of satisfactory credentials, will be
admitted to the college without examination. These appli-
cants must present a total of 15 units, of which the following
are presc~i~ed: English, 3; Algebra, 1; Plane Geometry, 1.
;rhe remammg 10 may include any unit offered by an accred-:
Ited four-year high school and meeting the general require-
ments as defined by the North Central, the Southern or
other standardizing agency of colleges and secondary schools.
However, not more than three units in vocational subjects
and no fewer than two units in one foreign language will be
accepted.
~REDITHOUR.~An hour represents one hour of recitation
or ecture per week for thirty-six weeks or two hours per
week for one semester in a college Course.
Two h .h or more ours of laboratory work correspond to one
thourl°bflecture or recitation, depending upon the nature ofe a oratory work.
thIn Ahrt, ten hours of supervised,studio work per week giveree ours' edit Icr 1. n Music, two lessons a week for a~::tt~?eand one-half hours' daily practice, and two hours'
th ahlOll per week in a musical science are credited asree ours. In Expre' f h
k d SSlOn, our ours of prepared classwar an the nee II
h ' . essary co ateraI and group work give threeours credit.
HOURSRECOMMEND F
a maximum of fi ED.- or. the average college student
but d fteen hours of literary work is recommended
max:u: o~erstamtcOnditions a ~inimum of twelve and ~
even een are permItted
SPECIALSUBJECTS Nt'
may be counted tow~rd 0 ~ore than a total. of nine hours
ments of Music AtE a dIploma for work In the depart-
Work in these d;par~' xpression, and Home Economics.
be credited toward amenttsfi'when completed elsewhere, will
eer 1 cate or di I' .departments. rp oma In these special
FOREIGNLANGUAGEREQUI . .
REMENT.~Students presenting
WAR D
only two high-school units of foreign language are required
to take two courses in college; those presenting three or
more units are required to take at least one advanced course:
in college.
CLASSIFICATION.-The work completed by the beginning
of the school year determines the class to which a student
belongs. A High-School graduate meeting the above re-
quirements is classified as a first-year college student. A
student who has credit for twelve hours of college work and
is pursuing courses in any of the Fine Arts and is not an
applicant for the general diploma is classified as a College
Special. All students who have met the entrance require-
ments for a diploma and are registered for a course lead-
ing to a diploma at the end of the school year are classified
as Seniors.
RESIDENCEREQUIREMENTs.-For a diploma in the College
or any Special Department, at least one full year's work
must be completed in Ward-Belmont. To receive credit for
advanced standing, the student must present to the Dean
proper credenti~ls from an approved institution of junior or
standard college grade. The college credit given will then
be determined, in no case to exceed fifteen session hours.
EXAMINATION AND MARKS
An examination is given in every course in accordance
with the schedule issued.
Reports are issued at the end of each quarter in accord-
ance with the following system: A, excellent; B, good: C,
fair; P, passing; D, not passing; E, absolute failure; X,
absent from examination.
No stud~ntwill be given credit for any course in which
every recorded grade is P, except upon examination cover-
ing the entire course. I'I
I·.QUALITY HOURS
Quality hours may be earned in the following. man~er :
A three-hour course completed with a grade of A IS equiva-
lent to nine quality hours; with a grade of B, to six quality
hours; and with a grade of C, to three quality hours.
"~I,'
The completion of thirty quantity and thirty quality hours
of college work, including English A, English B, one or two
courses of foreign language, three hours of History, or four
hours of Science.
W A R D
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REQUIREMENTS FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE DIPLOMAS
Classical Diploma
The completion of thirty quantity and thirty quality hours
of college work, including English A, English B, Mathemat-
ics A, Latin A; three hours of French, German, or Spanish;
three hours of History; and four hours of Science.
I
Ii
I
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General Diploma
HIGH·SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Students who have completed the usual Grammar-School
grades will be admitted without examination to the first-
year High School or Freshman Class.
A student's yearly schedule should consist of four sub-
jects, credited as one unit each. However, under certain
conditions, a minimum of three units and a maximum of
five are allowed.
A unit represents five periods of at least forty-five min-
utes each per week for a year in a subject ordinarily taught
in standard high schools, each recitation requiring prepara-
tion.
In Music, two lessons per week for a year, one and one-
half hOUfS' daily practice, and two recitations per week in
a musical science are credited as one unit. In Art, ten pe-
riods of supervised studio work per week are credited as one
unit. In Expression, five periods of prepared class work
per week are credited as one unit. Not more than two units
i~ these subjects will be credited toward a high-school cer-
tificate, and no credit is allowed for such work completed
below the Junior year.
A single preparatory year in a foreign language is given
no credit unless it is followed by a second year of work in
the same language.
. College credit will not be allowed for a high-school course
In excess of those units required for college entrance.
The work completed by the beginning of a school year de-
termmes the class to which a student belongs. Four com-
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pleted units give Sophomore classification; eight, Junior;
and twelve, Junior Middle. If a student lack~ not more
than one of the required number of units, she WIll be given
conditional classification. .
For a certificate in the High-School Department, sixteen
completed units are necessary, of which at least one full
year's work of four units must be completed m Ward-
Belmont.
The same grading system is used in both College and
High-School Departments.
REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH·SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
The High-School Certificate is awarded to students who
have completed sixteen preparatory units, including thr.e~
or four units in English (to include Course IV), two umts
in a foreign language, one unit in History, one umt In SCI-
ence, two units in Mathematics (to include Course III). A
total of not more than two units will be allowed for work m
such subjects as Music, Art, Expression.
I
I i
" I
I
(Preparatory coursesare designated by Roman numerals; College
courses,by letters. The school reserves the right to
withdraw any class for which there are
not as many as ten applicants.)
M oL NW A
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
ENGLISH
The importance of the department of English in both its
branches of Rhetoric and of Literature is duly recognized,
and the work carefully and amply provided for by a full
corps of college and university-trained teachers. Through-
out the course the utmost stress is placed on writing as
training for systematic work, clear thinking, originality,
and the habitual and easy use of good English. The aim
of the work in Literature is to foster, through a study of
masterpieces, a taste for the best that has been written,
an admirable means of mental discipline, as well as of lib-
eral culture. The study of English is closely correlated
with that of other departments, including History and Lan-
guages, in order to give the student broader understanding
and to make her school work more generally and perma-
nently valuable. Personal conferences for guidance and
for correction in theme work are required in all Rhetoric
courses, as are memory work of selected passages and care-
fully prepared reports of supplementary reading in Liter-
ature.
Course 1. Literature (once a week) .-Study and Reading: Selec-
tions from American poetry, with special attention to Poe, Lowen,
Bryant, Whittier; Scott's Ivanhoe; Franklin's Autobiography.
Composition and Grann:rnar (three times a week) ._Review of
Gr~m~ar. Special attention given to letter writing, narration, de-
ecnption, and paragraphing.
Freshman, four hours a week. One unit credit. '
A C~u1'8eII. Literature (twice a week) .-Study and Reading: (1)
ddisonand Steele's Sir Roger de CoverleyPapers; (2) Shakespeare's
Merchant of yenice; (3) Coleridge's Ancient Mariner or Macaulay's
L~ys of Ancient Rome; (4) Eliot's Silas Marner and Goldsmith's
VIcar of WakefieldC .. . .
C to.mP08ttt~n ~nd Grammuzrr (twice a week).-Review of Grammar.
elomued drill m narration and description; special study of the de-
ve opmentof the paragraph.
Sophomore,four.hours a week. One unit credit.
, '
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Course Ill. Literature (twice a week).-Study: (1) Shakespeare's
Macbeth; (2) Macaulay'S Life of Johnson or Carlyle's Essay on
Burns; (3) Tennyson's Idylls of the King or Palgrave's GoldenTreas-
ury, Books II and III; (4) Lamb's Essays of Elia.
Parallel Reading.-(l) As You Like It or Twelfth Night or Mid-
summer Night's Dream; (2) Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum and The
Forsaken Merman or Goldsmith's Traveler and The Deserted Village;
(3) Dickens' Tale of Two Cities or Hawthorne's House of the Seven
Gables; (4) chief narratives of the Old Testament.
Composition (twice a week) .-Study of narration, description, ex-
position, argument; special attention to development of the para-
graph and to sentence structure; review of Grammar.
Junior, four hours a week. One unit credit.
Course IV. Literature (twice a week.)-Study: (1) Chaucer's Pro-
logue; (2) Shakespeare's Henry V; (3) Milton's Minor Poems; (4)
Emerson's Essay on Manners; (5) Burke's Speech on Conciliationor
Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's Bunker Hill Oration
or Macaulay's Speech on Copyright and Lincoln's Address at the
'Cooper Union.
Pa1.allel Reading.-(l) Shakespeare's The Tempest or Richard III;
(2) Tennyson's The Princess; (3) The Iliad (Books XI, XIII, XIV,
XV, XVII, XX! may be omitted); (4) Thackeray's Henry Esmond or
Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice.
Rhetoric and Composition (twice a week).-Continued study of
narration, description, argument, exposition; emphasis laid on gather-
"ing and arranging material for long expositions; careful review of
sentence structure and paragraph development.
Junior Middle, four hours a week. One unit credit.
Course A. Advanced COU1·sein Rhetoric and Composition.-Review
of rhetoric and composition. Review of rhetorical principles. Daily
and fortnightly themes, oral and written, with individual conferences.
Narration; study and practice in the short story. Exposition; analy-
sis of such essays as those of Arnold and Stevenson; critical papers.
On the completion of the course a provisional pass mark is given.
If subsequently a student is reported deficient or careless in English
Composition, she may be required to take additional work in that
subject.
Required for a Classical and a General Diploma. Three hours a
week.
Course B. History and Development of English Literature.-A sur-
vey course in English Literature. Open to second-year College stu-
dents and by special permission to first-year students.
Required for Classical and General Diploma. Three hours a week.
Course C. Introduction to Jo~~:rnalism.-First semester: Exposi-
tions and descriptions will be written leading up to news articles and
editorials. Second semester: Brief dramatic episodes and narrations
will be studied and written leading up to the short story.
. Prerequisite: Course A. Three hours a week.
Couree D. Nineteenth _Century Poetry.-English poetry from
I
1
I,
I,
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Wordsworth to Meredith, with special emphasis on Wordsworth, Ten-
nyson, and Browning.
Prerequisite: Course A. Three hours a week.
Course E. The English Drama.-Lectures and library work on
developmentof English drama; specimens from each period studied
in class, with special emphasis on Shakespeare. Selected modern
plays studied as literary expressions of present-day problems.
Open to second-year College students who have completed Course
A. Three hours a week.
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BIBLICAL HISTORY AND LITERATURE
The following courses of study are calculated not only
to reveal the importance of the Bible as history and its
excellence as literature, but also to emphasize ethical and
religious values and to discover underlying principles of
. thought and action applicable to the life of to-day.
Course 1. Elementary Bible History.-An elementary history of
the Bible, intended to acquaint the student with leading Bible charac-
ters and events, together with the corresponding chronology and geog-
raphy.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two hours a week.
Half unit credit.
Course II. The Life of Jesus.-Study of the land in which Jesus
lived, its people and customs, his work and character.
Sources: The Gospel narratives, together with information fur-
nished by modern scholarship concerning the history, thought, and
customs of his time.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two hours a week.
Half unit credit.
COURSEA.-OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY AND LITERATURE.
1. The History of the Hebrews.-In this course, which covers the
first semester, the emphasis is placed upon the general history of the
Hebr7w nation, a rapid review being made of the political, religious,
and literary developmentof the race.
2. Old Testament Leade1·s.-In this course, covering the second
semester, a detailed study of the Old Testament leaders and their
teachings is made. The text will be supplemented throughout the
course by the Bible itself, and the attention of the student is con-
stantly drawn to the moral lessons in the story.
Open to College 8tudents. Three hours a week.
COURSE B.-THE LIFE OF JESUSAND THE HISTORY OF THE Arcs-
TOLIC CHURCH.
1. The Life of Jesus.-A comparative study is made of the four
Gospels in this course . th . . .. ,usmg em as a baSISfor a review of the life
and times of Christ A I . .f he Bl . manna ISused to direct the class in the study
o t e BIble. This covers the first semester.
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2. The Apostolic Church.-The study in the second semester is de-
voted to the lives of the disciples and the :foundingof the apostolic
church. The four Gospels and the book of Acts are used as material.
In both of these courses the principles of Jesus and the early church
are considered, and the bearing that they have on social, political, and
moral questions of to-day.
Open to College students. Two hours a week. I.,.
HISTORY
The department of History endeavors not merely to make
its courses count for mental discipline, but to secure a thor-
ough understanding of society. a comprehension of the prin-
ciples on which everyday affairs are conducted, and a train-
ing in sympathetic judgment. The value of History as a
means of interpreting economic and social expediel1cy is
stressed, and the practical worth of the subject is estab-
lished by its intimate correlation with English, language,
art, and current events. T1lroughout the course, emphasis
is placed on historical geography, map drawing, notes, and
reports of collateral readings.
1,\
I
Cooree I. Early E1~?'opeanHistory.-A survey of the ancient and
medieeval periods from earliest times to the seventeenth century; a
brief account of the Oriental countries as a baci,ground for Greek
and Roman history; religious, political, social, and military conditions
during the Middle Ages; the Renaissance; period of colonization; the
Protestant Reformation.
Approximately 300 pages of parallel reading are assigned. Out-
line map work is regularly required.
Required of College P!'eparatory students. Open to all Freshmen.
~--'F"1bYJ1j;"'lri~c~i~::':I~e':s--:t"h~a~t"'t-::hef.1P~u'-;s~u':n-jdC'e~r!!stt:a::n::d"-':t;:h::e::p~r::;O:;:b:lle::m;;::;;s-:tr;:;a;+tT,o~u;;;c"---~---i'.
our everyday lives, both directly and indirectly.
ECONOMICS
GOUTseA. Econcnnics Histcyry.-A study of economic factors un-
derlying the growth of population, agriculture, manufacturing, trans-
portation, and commerce, fogether with a discussion of the present
industrial conditions of the United States.
Open to first-year College students, the first semester. Three hours
a week. One and one·half hours credit.
Course B. Economic Geogra,phy.-A consideration of the geograph~c
principles underlying economic activities in the various geographIC
regions of North America.
Open to first.year College students, the second semester. Three
hours a week. One and one·half hours credit.
o NM TD B E LW A R
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Parallel reading; special reports, map work, current happenings.
Open to Junior and Senior Middle pupils. Five periods a week.
One unit credit.
Course IV. American History and Civics.-A rapid survey of the
colonialperiod, with emphasis upon American ideals and institutions,
with a more intensive study of the critical period, the founding of the
national government, the Westward Expansion, and the problems and
movements of the nineteenth century. The forms and functions of
government are studied, with emphasis upon the ideals and defects of
to-day.
Open to Junior Middle stud"ents, and, by special arrangement, to
Juniors. Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Course A. European History.-A course in European History from
the beginning of the sixteenth century to the present. The first
semester covers the period ending with 1814, and stresses the religious
and political evolutions. The study of nineteenth-century history
during the secondsemester is designed as preparation for understand-
ing of present-day political and international problems.
Full parallel reading required.
Opento Senior Middleand Senior students. Three hours a week.
Course B. American History from 1789 to the Pn>sent.-First
semester's study extending through the period of the Civil War, ern-
phasizing the formation and later interpretation of out' Constitution,
territorial expansion, with its economic, political, and international
results.
The second semester, dealing with recent American history, is
mainly devoted to a study of our economic problems since the Civil
War and to tracing the expansion of the United States as a world
power through the ~orld War. Readings, special reports, and fre-
quent papers supplement the textbook study.
Open to students who have had History A or its equivalent, or to
students who have had European History in the last year of high
school. Three hours a week.
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Course I.-The Essentials of Latin. Regular first-year work.
Freshman. Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Cour:se II.--C:esar: An equivalent of Books I to IV. Prose com-
position based on text. Grammar systematically studied in connection
with prose.S01:lhom.n1'p. li';~.<> ...~_:~.-1_ - -----.- A __ ---.:~
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
This course is one of Musical Appreciation upon a his-
torical basis, dealing with the important epochs and styles
in the evolntion of Music and its relation to the kindred
arts. It aims to enable the student-not necessarily a \VIu-
sic pupil-to understand and enjoy the master works of the
Classic, Romantic, and Modern schools of musical composi-
tion through a knowledge of the sesthetic and psychological
pr-inaiplea involved in their development. The practical and
also highly cultural results accruing from this study are rec-
ognized by our leading institutions. The work is given by
means of lect\lreS, material from fext, collateral reading,
outlines, and reports on assigned topics. Abundant illustra-
tions are given by means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola
and the Victrola, while the programs of visiting artists are
also studied and analyzed.
Open to College students. No musical prerequisites. Three hours
a week.
I'J.
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
The aim of the courses in this department is to stimulate
the interest of young people in the world in which they are
living and to help them understand it.
In studying the social sciences we consider conditions and
principles that help us understand the problems that touch
our everyday lives, both directly and indirectly.
ECONOMICS
Course A. Economics History.-A study of economicfactors un-
derlying the growth of population, agriculture, manufacturing, trans-
portation, and commerce, together with a discussion of the present
industrial conditions of the United States.
Open to first-year College students, the first semester. Three hours
a week. One and one-half hours credit.
Course B. Economic Geog1·aphy.-A consideration of the geograph~c
principles underlying economic activities in the various geographIC
regions of North America.
Open to first-year College students, the second semester. Three
hours a week. One and one-half hours credit.
W A
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Parallel reading; special reports, map work, current happenings.
Open to Junior and Senior Middle pupils. Five periods a week.
One unit credit.
CQtli1'86IV. American Hietoru and Civics.-A rapid survey of the
colonialperiod, with emphasis upon American ideals and institutions,
Course lr, lAJ,ou.,.'u.nu.:u....vvr 'i. 'I'VV~",,;w;.----' ....· . ,,,·':'..·-l._J-J-.J' ~""...,r1i..,O" of the
ism in England and America; the wage theory; the underlying philos-
ophy of trade-union policies; labor legislation; the minimum wage;
workingmen's compensation; State control in labor disputes; etc.
Prerequisite. Course C and second-year College standing, second
semester. Three hours a week. One and one-half hours credit.
SOCIOLOGY
Course A. Principles of Sociology.-This course aims to acquaint
the student with some of the social concepts; to trace the development
and forms of certain types of group behavior and of social control;
and to give somefamiliarity with the development of sociology.
Open to second-year College students, first semester. Three hours
a week. One and one-half hours credit.
Course B. The ModeT?t City.-A study of the organization and
social problems of urban communities, with special emphasis on the
improvement of social and living conditions. The following subjects
are treated: Municipal Administration, City Planning, Housing, Pub-
lic Health, Sanitation, Public Safety, Justice, Leisure Time Activi-
ties, etc.
Open to students who have had Sociology A, second semester.
Three hours a week. One and one-half hours credit.
COU1'S€ C. lmmig1·ation.-Study of the immigrant in the United
States; the types of immigration; the immigrant in industry and as a
factor in society; and regulation of immigration.
Open to students who have had Sociology A, second semester.
Three hours a week. One and one-half hours credit.
LATIN
The work of the first four years in this department is
designed not only to give the student a thorough knowledge
of forms and syntax and the ability to apply this knowl-
edge in accurate reading of the texts assigned, but also to
Increase the student's vocabulary and insight into words and
develop a feeling for the structure and thought of the lan-
guage. Reference readings illustrate Roman life and My-
thology. The courses of the last two years are intended to
secure ~he ends of rapid and accurate reading, an acquaint-
ance WIth the masterpieces of Roman Literature and a cor-
r~ct .appreciation of the place of Rome in the' history of
CIVIlIzatIOn.
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C(flLTSe I.-The Essentials of Latin. Regular first-year work.
Freshman. Five periods a week. One unit credit.
C(flLrS6 Il.-Cresar: An equivalent of Books I to IV. Prose com-
positionbased on text. Grammar systematically studied in connection
with prose.
Sophomo1·e. Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Course Ill.-Cicero: The Cataline Orations, the Manilian Law,
Archias. Prose composition based on text and syntax throughout the
year.
Junior. Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Course IV.-Virgil: Books I to VI. Required reading is assigned
in Mythology; Prose Composition; review of Grammar.
Junior Middle. Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Course A.-Cicero: De Senectute. Horace: Odes and Epodes.
Prose Composition; practice in reading at sight ; Prosody..
First-Year College. 'I'hree hours a week..
Course B.-Horace: Satires and Epistles; Juvenal: Plautus and
Terence: Selected plays. Readings in Roman Literature.
Senior. Three hours a week.
\
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FRENCH
The value of a good knowledge of French in studying lit-
erature and the necessity for it in foreign travel are ap-
preciated, and such knowledge is provided for by the
experienced native teachers in this department. Correct
pronunciation is insisted upon, and facility in conversation
is acquired by constant practice. To this end, French is the
language of the classroom, and opportunities are given for
its use in social conversation. The courses in French Liter-
ature are extensive, and are made more practical by the use
.of dictation, sight reading, and lectures in French on the
historical development of the language.
COU1'se I.-Grammar: Verbs; the reading of about one hundred
pages from such texts as Meres et Roth, Petits Centes de France;
Mairet, La Petite Princesse.
Open to Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior students. Five periods
a week. One unit credit.
Course Il.-Grammar: Verbs; Dictation; Poetry memorized; Com-
position; the reading of about three hundred pages frol~ ~uchtexts as
Lavlsse, Histoire de Erance ; Dupre, Drames et ComedleSjDaudet,
Contes.
Open to Sophomore, Junior, and Junior Middle students. Five
periods a week. One unit credit.
Course lIl.-Grammar: Syntax; Verbs; COlllPosition;Dictation~
Themes; the reading of about four hundred and fifty pages from,sue
texts as Feval, Le Fee des Oreves ; Lamartine, Scenes de la Revolu- .,t
I
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tion Fran~aise; Daniels. Cantes de la France Contemporaine; Orden-
neau Les Boulinard.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Five periods a week.
One unit credit.
Course A._Grammar: Written and oral exercises based on ee-
lected texts; dictation and conversation j rapid reading of about five
hundred pages from such texts as Spink, Le Beau Pays de France;
Lavisse, Histoire de France (Cour Moyen); Le Brete, Mon Oncleet
Mon Cure; House, Three French Comedies.
Four hours a week.
Course B._Grammar Reviewed: Advanced Composition; themes
based on texts read; rapid reading of from four to five hundred pages
from such texts as Bazin, Les Oberle; Sandeau, Mlle. de 18 Seigliere:
Labson et Desseignet- La France et Sa Civilization; Michaud, Con-
teurs Franltaise D'Aujourd'hui.
Open to students who have completed Course A or its equivalent.
Three hours a week.
Co~rse C._Conversation: A course in conversational French, with
sufficient reading of good literature to serve as a basis' for .progrese
in conversation.
Open to students who have completed or are taking Course B.
Two hours a week.
Course D.-Survey of French Literature from the earliest times
to the present day; reading of authors representative of each period;
themes, recitations, and discussions, in French, of classroom workand
outside reading.
Open to students who have completed Course III or B. Three
hours a week.
Course E._Nineteenth and twentieth-century French Literature;
extensive outside reading, reports, and discussions in French.
Open to students who have completed Course D or its equivalent.
Three hours a week.
GERMAN
Course I.-Grammar and Composition: Drill in Phonetics; reading
of at least one hundred pages of easy prose and verse; short lyrics
memorized.
Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Course H.-Grammar: Compositionj simple paraphrasing; poems
and ballads memorized; sight reading; reading of at least two hun-
dred pages from such texts as Hauff, Del' Zwerg Nese: Blutgen, Das
Peterle von Niirnberg; Sudermann, 'I'eja ; Oerstacker, Germelshausen;
Storm, In St. Jiirgen.
Five periods a week. One unit credit.
Course A.-Grammar and Prose Composition: Conversation and
memorizing of poetry; simple paraphrasing; reading of at least two
hundred and fifty pages 'of such texts as Storm, Immensee; Zchokke,
Der Zebrochene Krug; Baumbach, Waldnovellen; Hiller, Heber als die
Kirche; easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi, or Fulda. Four hours a
week.
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and Oblique Triangles (with applications to Problems of Physics and
Surveying), Inverse Functions, Trigonometric Equations.
Three hours a week, second semester. .
Course B. (1) Analytic Geometry.-Graphical Representation of
Points and Curves in a Plane, Determination of the Properties and
Relations of Plane Curves by a study of their equations and graphs.
The Straight Line and the Conic Sections are fully investigated. The
course includes an introduction to Analytic Geometry of three dimen-
sions. Three hours a week. First semester.
(2) Differential Calculus.-Beginners' Course. Methods of differ-
entiation, with the usual geometric and physical applications. Prob-
lems of Maxima and Minima, etc.
Prerequisite, Course A. Three hours a week, second semester.
SCIENCE
In solving the problems of everyday life, a knowledge of
the fundamental ideas of Chemistry, Physics, and the Bio-
logical Sciences is absolutely essential. In offering these
courses here, the aim is to develop the powers of accurate
observation by aiding the student to gain first-hand infor-
mation, to acquaint the student with modern scientific meth-
ods and their relation to daily living, and to lay the founda-
tion for further work in these subjects.
CHEMISTRY
\
I
Course I. Elementrt1'Y Chemisky.-Course for beginning students,
including a study of the common elements and their important com-
pounds.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Laboratory and Reci-
tation, seven periods a week. One unit credit.
Course A. General ChMltistry.-In this course it is intended to
give the student careful instruction in the important principles of
Chemistry. All of the nonmetallic and the most important of the
metallic elements are studied. The intention is to train the student
in accurate scientific thinking ; to arouse in her an appreciation of
the laws of nature; and to set forth some of the practical applica-
tions of the science of Chemistry to the many problems of life.
Open to College students. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours. Four hours. cr~dit. ..' . _ . curse is
Course B. Quahtat'tve and Qu..anhtatwe Analys1s. T~IS c .
planned to give the student both a theoretical and a practical wOrkl~g
knowledge of the methods of identifying the commonelements and acid
radicals.
Prerequisite: Course A or its equivalent. Lecture and laboratory,
seven hours a week. Four hours credit.
I
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Cour8eC. Organic Chemistry.-This is a course in the principles of
Cheniistry as applied to organic substances. The more important
compoundsof each type are studied, and the attention of the student
is constantly called to the application of Organic Chemistry to the
everyday affairs of life.
Prerequisite: Course A. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours. Four hours credit.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
CourseI.-An elementary course which reviews the general fea-
tures of the earth's surface and the natural forces which govern its
formation.
Open to Freshmen and Sophomore students, second semester.
Recitationand fieldwork. Five periods a week. One-half unit credit.
BIOLOGY
COU1'se I.-An elementary course in the study of plants and ani-
mals. The main groups and their economicvalue to man are studied.
Opento Junior and Junior Middle students. Three recitations, and
two doublelaboratory and field work periods. One unit credit.
Course A.-A general survey of the fundamental facts and prin-
ciples of organic life, both plant and animal, with a consideration of
the forceswhich govern their development. Special reference is given
to the relation of Biologyto human life.
Three lectures and two two-hour periods of laboratory. Four hours
credit.
Course B.-A study of representative types of animals from each
of the phyla from the standpoint of morphology, classification, and
ecology. The fir-stsemester is given to the study of invertebrate types,
the secondsemester to vertebrate types.
Three lectures and two two-hour periods of laboratory. Four hours
credit.
PHYSIOLOGY
Course I.-An introductory course in the study of the human body,
dealingwith the general structure and with the principles which gov-
ern hygienic living. Attention will be given to school hygiene.
~pen to Freshmen and Sophomore students, first semester. Five
periods a week. Recitation and demonstration. One-half unit credit.
Course A.-The course deals with the structure of the human body,
the laws according to which the body lives, how a violation of these
lawsmay be avoided,the maintenance of the health of the community
as well as that of the individual.
Open to Collegestudents. Recitation and laboratory, three hours
a week. Twohours credit.
HISTORY OF EDUCATION
Course A._History of European Education from the Greeks to the
resent time. The object of this course is to study the evolution of
rhe educational ideal in connection with the conditions in which it had
its origin and amid which it developed.
Open to second-year College students, first semester. Three hours
a week. One and one-half hours credit.
Course B.-Public Education in the United States. A study of
someof the more important present-day problems in the organization
and administration of .Public Education in the United States in the
light of their historical development. An introductory course.
Open to second-year College students, second semester. Three
hours a week. One and one-half hours credit.
'1
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Course C. Orga-nic Ch,emistry.:-This is a course in the principles of
Chemistry as applied to orgamc substances. The more important
compoundsof each type are studied, and the attention of the student
is constantly caned to the application of Organic Chemistry to the
everyday affairs of life.Prerequisite: Course A. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours. Four hours credit.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
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of life where pure speech is significant.
The school purposes, through scientific training of mind,
voice, and body, to stimulate self-confidence, leadership, and
creative power. The training is to secure unity of mind,
voice, and body. Faults are traced to the mind and are cor-
rected through thinking.
Emphasis is placed upon a study of the voice, its causes
and conditions, upon training of the body in response to
thinking. The elements of thinking, logical, dramatic, crea-
tive, are taught through the study of literature by means of
the laws of vocal expression.
The study of English Diction, for eradicating all local
dialects and speech defects, is a daily activity of the school.
The principle of the school is that growth and development
of tbe mind depend on the reception of the right impression
and upon its adequate expression. We build upon the law:
Hlmpression must precede and determine expression."
A weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is offered to all
boarding students without extra charge.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Course IH.-The study of the voice and its cause, study of voice
conditions,and improvement of the voice; freedom of body from con-
striction, harmonic training of body in response to thinking.
The study of receiving ideas, ideas and response of mind, ideas and
their connection; spontaneous elements, sympathetic elements; dra-
matic problems, dramatic insight through early forms of literature,
myths, legends,and fairy stories; readings, one~act plays.
Textbooks:Spoken English and Classics in Voca~ EXp1·ession.
Junior standing is prerequisite. Four hours a week. Credit, one
unit.
~C~urse IV.-Voice training, problems in voice modulation, and hat-
mOnIC p:r:o~am; elements of thinking, logical thinking, foundations
o! expression, dramatic problems, dramatization of early forms of
l~terature, folk stories, fairy stories, myths, legends, ballads, nerra-
tives, selectedreadings, rehearsals.
. The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the com-
bmed virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward
Conservatory, both of which had long been the bi t fth hi h . 0 jec s 0e . ~g praIse. and the generous patronage of educated
mUSICIans both III and out of Nashville. It is more than a
complete modern Conservatory of Music; it offers to music
students what all of them need-supplementary work .
English, Literature, and the Modern Languages. T~~
"mere musician," the talented player or singer who lacks
genera~ education, will be to-morrow more than ever before
at a disadvantage. and will be regarded as just so much
less a musician. The best musical educators are agreed
that .general mental discipline should not precede, but should
contmuously accompany, musical studies; and schools of
music are seeking what we have already at" hand-intimate
affili~tion with literary classroom work. Under our system,
musical study and practice are not allowed to suffer or be
crowded out, but the student is shown how she may become
both a cultured woman and a thorough musician. Our mu-
sical faculty is probably the largest and most expensively
maintained one in any school for girls in America. No
teacher is chosen who has not had the best of advantages,
most of them in both this country and Europe, teachers who
have supplemented graduation from the leading conserva-
tories with years of special study under the recognized mas-
ters of two continents. All of them are tested teachers.
Piano, Voice, Violin and certain other stringed instruments,
Pipe Organ, Theory. Harmony, Composition, History and
Appreciation of Music, Interpretation, Ear Training, Sight
Playing and Chorus, Ensemble and Orchestral Work, Re-
pertoire and Memorizing, and Faculty, Student, and Artist
Recitals-all, and more, take their appropriate places and
contribute to the creation of a wholesome and inspiring
\.1
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Course C. Orga,nic Chemistry.-This is a course in the principles of·
Chemistry as applied to organic substances. The more important
compoundsof each type are studied, and the attention of the student
is constantly caned to the application of Organic Chemistry to the
everyday affairs of life.Prerequisite: Course A. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours. Four hours credit.
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~na.l\l;1nr(rtrom time to time. The immediate and conven-
ient value of these advantages at our own door will be the
more apparent when it is known that our students may have
throughout the season the great musical entertainments, but
a very few of which 0ther southern schools can enjoy, and
these only by means of travel and additional expense from
the smaller towns into the city.
Eig'hty pianos, including ten Steinway Grands and a
Steinway Duo-Art Pianola, are available for school use.
Instruction is not offered in Mandolin or Banjo.
Boa-rding students specializing in Music, Art, Expres-
sion, or Home Economics are required to take at least one
literary course.
CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CERTlFIC ....TES ....ND DlPLOM ....S
No one may apply for a certificate or diploma who has not com-
pletedthe equivalent of fifteen high-school units.
Pupils desiring to become candidates for certificates and diplomas
must announce themselves through their respective teachers not later
than October20.There will be held b€tween February 1 and 15 and between May1
and 15examinations on the requirements for certificates and diplomas.
The candidates must in February stand an examination before the
music directors on one-half the technic required and one-half the un-
memorizedrepertoire. An examination of the remaining half of the
requirementsmust be taken before May 15.
Candidates for certificates and diplomas must appear in public
recital at least three times during the session.
COURSEOF STUDY FOR CERTlFIC ....TE IN PI ....NO
Technic.-Major Scales played with both hands in parallel motion
through four octaves (minimum speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112); Thirds,
Sixths, and Tenths; and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M.100).
. 2. Minor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic, played with both hands
m parallel motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112).
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3. ~~caleof "C," illustrating varied rhythms and legato, 'ltaccatol
and portamento toucher,.
4. Chords: Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant and
Diminish~dSevenths-all with added octaves
5. Arpeggios in various forms on Major or Minor Triads; Ilomi-
nant and Diminished Seventh Chords (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 84).
6. Double Thirds: Major Scales played with both hands in parallel
motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 60).
7. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; all Tonic Triads
(speed, 4 notes to M. M. 72).
Piano Compositions.-Four complete sonatas; fifteen Cramer stud-
ies from "Fifty Selected Studies;" twelve Bach inventions, at least four
of them three-part; twelve Czerny studies from Opus 299; eight Cho-
pin preludes; four selections from Schumann; four Mendelssohn's
"Songs Without Words;" ten pieces by wen-known classical and mod-
ern composers.
Harmony A.-A candidate for the certificate must be thoroughly
familiar with the Major and Minor Modes (harmonic and melodic);
Intervals; the construction of Triads and Seventh Chords, their inver-
sions,and thorough bass figures. The candidate must be able to rec-
ognize,by sound, fundamental position of Triads and Dominant Sev-
enths,and to transpose any succession of Triads (not containing a mod-
ulation).
Hist01'Yof Mu.sic-A.-The candidate for the certificate must have
had one year of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.
Ear T1'Uining and 'Solfeggio.- The candidate for certificate must
havehad one year in Ear Training and Solfeggio.
Sight Playing.-The candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight: hymns; either part of a moderately difficult duet
(Kuhlau or Diabelli Sonatinas, for instance); accompaniments for
moderatelydifficult song's or violin solos.
Piano Certi6cate Examination
1. Technic as stated in paragraphs 1-7, above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoi1'e.-One movement of a Sonata, to have
beenprepared without any assistance; one Cramer study from "Fifty
SelectedStudies" (speed, not less than quarter note 112); one Czerny
study from Op. 299 (speed, not less than quarter note 120); one com-
plete Sonata, such as Beethoven, Op. 2, No. 1.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One Chopin prelude, selected from Nos.
3,6,10,11,14,15,17,21,22,23; one selection from 8chumann, such
as Nachtstuck; one two-part Bach invention and one Bach three~part
invention; one Mendelssohn "Songs Without Words," such as Nos. 1,
18; four pieces, such as Mendelssohn, Scherzo in E Minor; Lisst, COIl-
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solation in D Flat; MacDowell, Elfin Dance; Debussy. Arabesque No.
2
. movement of a Sonata, such .as Beethoven, Op. 2, No. 1.
, one . d D' b lli S .4. Sight Playing.-Hymns; Clementi an 1& e 1, onatmas; an
easy accompaniment for a song.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VOICE
Technic.-Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor Arpeggios;
scales. crescendo and diminuendo; crescendo .an~diminuendo on single
tones; illustrations of legato and staccato Sl~gl~g; scales in triplets.
Vocal Compositions.-Studies flrom Vaccai, SIeber, Behnke, Salva-
tore Marchesi, Concone, Lamperti; two operas, two oratorios, ten songs
from the Italian, German, French, and English schools.
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its
scale free from tremolo or other serious imperfections. The intona-
tion must be pure and accurate, and the breathing must be diaphrag-
matic.
Sight Playing.-The candidate must be able to sing at sight any
part of a given hymn, any song not containing distant modulations;
must be able to play hymns and accompaniments to moderately diffi-
cult songs on the piano; and must have finished the third grade in
Piano.
The requirements for Harmony, History of Music, Ear Training,
and Musical Vocabulary are the same as in Piano.
Technic.-1. Scales, major and minor (melodic and harmonic),
three octaves (four notes to M. M. 100).
2. Arpeggios, major and minor (4 notes to M. M. 80).
3. Scales in octaves, thirds and sixths, two octaves (four notes to
M. M. 72).
4. Bowing Studies: Sevcik, Op. 2, Book II.
5. Studies for development of the left hand and accuracy of into-
nation: Bvenceneld and Schradieck.
Etudes: Kreutzer, Fiorillo, and Rode.
Violin Compositions.-Repertoire of fifteen compositions, from clas-
sical and modern schools, including one complete concerto and one
sonata, selected from the following list: Concertos-No. 22, by Viotti;
No.7, by De Beriot; No.6, by Rode; No.2, by Spohr; a major by
Mozart; sonatas by Hendel, 'I'artini, Nardini, etc.; Andante and
Scherzo, by David; Legande, by Wieniawski.
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Voice Certificate Examination
1. Technic as stated' above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-Two studies from Vaccai, two from
Salvatore Marchesi, two from Concone ; two songs, one selection from
an opera and one from an oratorio.
3. Memo1'izedRepertoire.-One selection from an opera and one
from an oratorio; eight songs.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VIOLIN
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Sight Playing.-The candidate must be able to ~lay at sight duets
by Pleyel, Viotti, or sonatas of the:. same grade of difficulty.
The candidate must have studied Mazas, Op. 36: Vela. I and II;
Dont (preparatory to Kreutzer) ; an.d Kreutzer S~udles. . .
The requirements in Harmony, HIstory of MUSIC,and Ear Trammg
are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended orchestra or ensemble practices
for at least one session, must be able to play on the piano accompani-
ments to solos of moderate difficulty, and must have finished the third
grade in Piano.
Violin Certificate Examination
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Etudes, Unmemo1·ized.-Examples selected from the etudes of
Kreutzer, Fiorillo, and Rode, illustrative of various bowing and rhyth-
mical styles, and problems of phrasing and intonation. Kreutzer:
No.4 (4 notes to M. M. 100), No. 12 (4 notes to M. M. 84), No. 15
(4 notes to M. M. 84), No. 35 (4 notes to M. M. 92). Fiorillo: No.2
(4 notes to M. M. 84), No.4 (4 notes to M. M. 72), No. 20 (4 notes
to M. M. 84). Rode: No.1 (4 notes to M. M. 84), No.5 (4 notes to
M. M. 80), No. 11 (4 notes to M. M. 100), No. 17 (4 notes to M. M.
100), No. 22 (4 notes to M. M. 72).
3. Memo1-izedRepertoit·e.-One complete sonata by either Handel,
Nardini, etc.; two principal movements selected from a concerto by
Vietti, De Beriot, Spohr, Rode, etc.: eight concert pieces, representing
classic and modern schools.
4. Unmemorized Repertoire.-Five compositions of like grade of
memorized repertoire; two movements of a sonata, prepared without
assistance of the teacher.
5. Sight Playing.-Duets of Pleyel, Viotti, etc.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIPE ORGAN
Technic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as in
Piano, excepting that the range of scales and arpeggios is adapted
to the organ and that the minimum speed for special technic is con-
siderably lowered.
Organ Compositions.-Eight shorter preludes and fugues of Bach;
two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, Gilmant, Merkel, Rheinberger, or
a modern composer; six selections from Eddy's Church and Concert
Organist; ten standard compositions, five of which must be by modern
English, French, and American composers.
Sight Playing.-The candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight the following: hymns, arranging and registering the~
suitably for congregational singing; moderately difficult accompaUl-
menta for anthems and solos; short trios for two manuals and pedals!
a quartette in vocal score, four staves in G and F clefs. The candi-
date must also be able to transpose a hymn or chant one tone above
or below the original key.
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training
are the same as for Piano.
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Pipe Organ Certificate Examination
1. Technic as stated above;
2. Unmemcyrized Repertoire.-Two preludes and fugues of Bach;
ODecomplete sonata; one movement of a sonata, to be prepared with-
out assistance or instruction; three standard compositions.
3. Memorized RJpertoire.-One standard composition.
4. Sight Playing as stated above.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN PIANO
Technic.-l. Major and Minor Scales, with both hands in parallel
motion through four octaves (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 132); Thirds,
Sixths, and Tenths, and contrary motion (speed,4 notes to M. M. 120).
2. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales in velocity and varied rhythms;
also scales illustrative of the legato, staccato, and portamento touches.
3. Chords: Major. Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant, Mi·
nor, and Diminished Seventh Chords-all with added octaves.
4. Arpeggios on Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant,
Minor, and Diminished Seventh Chords in all positions (speed, 4 notes
to M. M. 120).
5. Double Thirds, Major and Minor Scales, with both hands in par-
allel motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 84); Chromatic Minor Thirds
(speed, 4 notes to M. M. 92).
6. Double Sixths, Major and Minor Scales (speed, 4 notes to M. M.
60).7. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales (speed, 4 notes to
M. M. 92).
8. Octaves: Arpeggios of Major and Minor Triads and Chords of
the Seventh (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 76).
Piano Compositions.-Two complete sonatas, one to have been pre-
pared without assistance; one complete concerto; four preludes and
fugues from "The Well_Tempered Clavichord;" at least half a Bach
Partite or Suite; eight selections from Chopin, including four etudes;
six selections from Schumann; twelve selections from Czerny, Op. 740,
or Clementi's "Gradus ad Parnassum;" three selections from Liszt;
ten difficult selections from well-known classical and modern com-
posers.
Ha,rmmy B.-The candidate for graduation must be able to recog-
nize at sight and to name all kinds of 'I'r iads, all kinds of Chords of
Sevenths, Chords of Ninths, and augmented Chords in compositions;
to recognize by sound all kinds of Triads and their inversions, the
Dominant Seventh and its inversions; to harmonize any melody not
containing distant modulations by means of Triads and Dominant
Sevenths: to transpose any hymn or any ordinary composition not
containing distant modulations.
Hiatory of Music B.-The candidate for graduation must have had
two years of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
I
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vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.Ear Training.-The candidate for graduation must have had two
years in Ear Training. _ .
Sight Playing.-The candidate for graduatIOn must be able to
plaYat sight most of Mozart's sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn.
Piano Diploma Examination
1. Technic as stated in paragraphs 1-8, above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-One complete sonata studied without
assistance: one selection from Czemy, Op. 740, or Gradus (speed, not
less than quarter note 144).
Memorized Repertoire.-One principal movement of a Concerto;
one complete Sonata; one Prelude and Fugue from Bach; one Etude,
Scherzo Ballade, or Polonaise, from Chopin; one selection from Schu-
mann; one selection from Liszt; six difficult selections from well-
known classical and modern composers.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN VOICE
Technic.-Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor Arpeg'gios
at a greater speed than required for certificate; double octaves, with
a semttone crescendo and diminuendo; one phrase of ascending and
descending turns: scales in seconds, triplets, and fourths; trills illus-
trations of staccato and legato singing; chromatic scales.
Vocal Ccnnpositions.-Studies from Mathilde Marchesi, Panofka,
Lamperti, "100 Vocalises for All Voices, Selected from Famous Com-
posers," by Eduardo Marzo; two operas, two oratorios besides those
studied for certificate, fourteen songs from the Italian, German,
French, and English schools.
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even in its scale,
free from tremolo or other serious imperfections; the intonation must
be pure and accurate, and the breathing must be diaphragmatic.
Sight Playing.-The candidate must be able to sing at sight any
part of a hymn, any song not containing distant modulations, and be
able to play hymns and accompaniments to more advanced songs on
the piano.
The candidate for graduation in Voice must have finished the fourth
grade in Piano.
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, Ear Training, and
Musical Vocabulary are the same as in Piano.
Voice Diploma Examination
1. An Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-One study from Mathilde Marchesi,
one from Lamperfi, one from Panofka, and one selection from "100
Vocaliaes;" one selection from an opera and one from an oratorio; one
arm prepared without assistance: four songs.
3. Memorized Repertoi1-e.-One selection from an opera and one
from an oratorio; ten songs.
I
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN '
Technic.-l. Scales all' . VIOLIN, ) • major and mine I
~omc • three octaves (4 notes to M M r sea es (melodic and h2 A . . . 132) ar-
· rpeggros, major and minor ( .
St~dies by Happich (4 notes to M, M, io~~tes to M, M, 120); Chord
· Scales, three octaves' hi .notes to M. M. 72). ' In t irds, tenths, octaves d sl,an sixths (4
4. Bowing Studies by Kross and S ik5Fi d evcuc.
cens'kl', nger evelopment: Schradieck, No. II', Trill Studies by S
E ~
~u~es.-Rovelli,Dont, Gavinie,etc
Vwlm Compositions T '. .- wenty corn Trized, from classical and m d posi IOns, at least fifteeno ern schools . I di memo-
~erto, an~ one sonata, selected from C • me u mg one complete con-
oncerto In E Minor b M d oncerto No.2 by Wieni .
Concerto No, 4 by Vie:xte:~:I~~:;~r~o~cego in G Minor by ;~:~'
M
a,sonata by either Handel Co'relll' T °t:
TI
, Major by Mozart e~A:
mor) tc.: " ar im (G M' , w.,Z. ' e c.; one Bach sonata' Pol ., inor) , or Grieg (C
slg,~enerweisen by Sarasate, A~dan~n~~~ ~n EdMinor by Wieniawski
aens. on 0 Capriccioso by'S '.'
S' h aim-
tg t Playing.-The candid t 't b 1 a e must b bias y Haydn and Mozart the Ie ' e a e to play at sight sona-
other violin music of similar grade difficult sonatas by Beethoven, and
The . e.. requirements in Harmon Hi
mg are the same as in Piano y, story of Music, and Ear Train-
The candid te .a must have attend d h
eels for at least two sessions d e ere estra and ensemble rehear-
accompaniments to more diffi~ ajn
t
m
l
ust be able to play on the piano
Th dl u so os.
e can idate for graduation in .,
fourth grade in Piano. 1 VIOlm must have finished the
I I~
I
ExaminatioQ for Diploma i V' I'
1. Tech . n 10 In
h . mc.-Scales memorized II .armomc), three octaves (4 t' a major and minor (melodic and
and mi h no es to M M 132)' A 'mor, tree octaves (4 n t t M' . .' rpeggtos, major
notes to M. M. 100); Scales thre 0 • M". 120); Chord Studies (4
octaves (4 notes to M M 72)' ee octaves, m thirds, sixths tenths2 • . ' ,
· Etudes Unmemorized.~Selec .
Dhont, and Gavinie, illustrative f tiona from the etudes of Rovelli,
r ythm, etc. 0 varIOUS problems of style, velocity,
3. Repertoire Un .son t memonzed -Two ' .a a; one sonata studied w'th ~rmcIpai movements of a Bach
4. Repertoire Me . lOUt assIstance.
sonata te monzed -One 1, n compositions of th comp ete concerto, one complete
ern schools. e concert grade from classical and mod-
5. Sight Flayinmovem t f g.-The candidate t ben rom a sonata a d mus e able to play at sight a
, r uets by Viotti, Spohr, etc.
T
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN PIPE>ORGAN
Tecknic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as in
Piano, excepting that the range of scales and arpeggios is adapted
to the organ. The minimum speed for pedal technic (scales and
arpeggios) is considerably lowered.
OrgCtnCmnpositions.-Two advanced preludes and fugues and two
chorales of Bach; two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, Guilmant, and
Rheinberger, or one sonata and a symphony of Widor; ten standard
compositions, five of them by modern English, French, and American
composers.Sight Playing.-The candidate must be able to play at sight trios
of intermediate grade for two manuals and pedals; short selections
of vocal score in four staves in C, G, and F clefs; to transpose a short
passage in reduced score to any key within a Major q'hird above or
below the original; to make an effective adaptation of piano accom-
paniment.The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training
are the same as in Piano.
Pipe Organ Diploma Esaminalio'di
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-Two preludes and fugues of Bach;
one complete sonata; one movement of a sonata or equivalent, to be
prepared without assistance or instruction; two standard compositions.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-Two standard compositions.
4. Sight Playing as stated above.
EAR TRAINING AND SOLFEGGIO
Discriminative hearing is indispensable to a musical education, and
must precede or accompany all lines of music study. The aim of this
course is to teach the pupil to think in tones and to so train the ear
and the musical feeling that one may learn to sing, name, write, and
play what is heard, and to recognize and appreciate not only the mel-
odic effects of music but the harmonic and rhythmic also. No other
branch of music study will be found so helpful in the acquiri~~ of
proficiency in reading and hearing music as that of ear tr~mI?g.
Sight singing accompanies the work throughout the year. BegmDlng
with simple intervals and phrases, the solfeggio work progresses by
easy stages until difficult passages can be read with fluency. .
Course A._Rudiments; notations; recognition by ear of t~e dI~-
tonic intervals of the Major and Minor scales; solfeggio exerCIses 1h
simple notation and rhythms; dictation exercises; ,imple, m~ters an~
rhythmic units; melodies in Major and Minor chromatIc ro
terval
',
Major and Minor Triads; simple modulation; exercises and songs 10
one and two parts.
Two hours a week. . dCourse B._Review of intervals; recognition by ear of Major an
Minor Triads and their inversions; Dominant and Diminished Seventh
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Chords: dictation exercises; melodies involving chromatics and rnodu-
lations; compound meters; complex rhythmic patterns and evncope-
tions; all sevenths and altered chords; sight-singing exercises in two,
three, and four parts; songs and vocal selections from the standard
choral literature.
Two hours a week.
HARMONY
Course A.-Intervals, triads and their inversions; chords of the
Dominant and Diminished Seventh, their inversions and resolutions;
cadences, modulations, chord connections .in four-part harmony in
close and dispersed positions. Stress is placed upon the harmonfsa,
tion of melodies. Figured and unfigured basses are also presented.
Secondary and Dimi!,!-ished Seventh chords; chords of the ninth; chro-
matically altered chords; augmented chords; cadences; extraneous
modulation; suspensions; passing and changing notes; organ point;
form; analysis. The work consists of written exercises involving the
harmonization of melodies, chorals, figured and unfigured basses; the
contrapuntal treatment of a given subject; original work and the
analysis of material from the great composers.
Open to College students who have completed Theory and are doing
their last year's work for certificate in Music. Three hours a week.
Course B.-A study of the forms and harmonic material used by
th7 c?mposers of the past and the present. The devices employed,
principles governing them, and the general structural forms are care.
fully considered, enabling the student to explain the construction of
musical composition. Strict counterpoint of the different species in
two, three, and four parts; free counterpoint, with special emphasis
upon florid counterpoint in several parts; double, triple, and quad.
ruple counterpoint, and modern treatment of contrapuntal methods.
This is designed to develop a technic in smooth part writing and to
prepare more fully for the study of composition.
Prerequisite: Course A. Three hours a week.
HISTORY OF MUSIC
Course A.-This is a general survey of the evolution of music from
earliest times to the end of the nineteenth century, with emphasis
upo~ the composers of .the classic period, offering invaluable aid to
mUSICal u~derstanding and appreciation. The work consists largely
of lectures, supplemented by material from text, collateral reading,
not~bo?k work. The following subdivisions are considered: Pte~
Chl'lstlan Music' th Ch . ti E, e rIS Ian ra to the Contrapuntal Schools' from
Lasso a~d Palestrina to Handel and Bach; the Contrapuntal, Classical,
Romantic Schools of C iti ..'. omposr IOn. Numerous illustrations are given
III the classroom by me f d . .ans a soun -reproducing mechanisms. Lee-
tures u~on the follOWing subjects are also included: "How to Listen
to MUSIC" "I'h S t F
S. ' e ona a orm," "The Symphony Orchestra" "Thetrmg Quartet." '
Two hours a week.
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COUTse B.-This is a continuation of the first-year course. During
the first half of the year a more extended and critical survey of the
music by the great masters of the nineteenth century is made, and
the tendencies of present-day musical art are considered at length.
During the second half of the year special emphasis is placed upon
a more elaborate study of the opera and the modern schools of com-
position. In addition to a critical and biographical study, the works
of the composers are considered, as regards their methods of construe-
tion. Programs of visiting artiste are studied, and the subject of
musical esthetics is considered. Illustrations are afforded by means
of the Victrola and the Duo-Art Pianola.
Open to students who have completed Course A. Two hours a week.
Course C.-This is a course in Musical Appreciation, dealing with
the music of the great masters from the time of Bach to the present,
based upon a study of form and content. It is designed to 'enable the
general student to understand and enjoy the highest types of musical
literature through a knowledge of the esthetic and psychologic pi-in-
ciples involved in their development. Especial emphasis is placed
upon the composers and periods that affect present-day musical life.
The work is given by means of lectures, material from text, collateral
reading, reports and digests of assigned topics. The programs of
visiting artists are studied. Abundant illustrations are given by
means of the Stein way Duo-Art Pianola and the Victrola.
Open to College students. No music prerequisites. Three hours a
week.
I
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IV. HOME ECONOMICS
The courses in Home Economics are designed to give
young women such information concerning the management
of the home as will enable them to regulate, comprehensively,
economically, and artistically, the functions of the home,
including cooking, serving, caring for the sick, marketing,
menu making, food combinations and values, and to do so
with absolute certainty of accurate, successful results.
A thorough, practical course of sewing is taught; also
the manufacture and adulteration of textile materials, in
order that they may be purchased more intelligently.
HOME ECONOMICS DIPLOMA
The Home Economics Diploma is granted upon the completion of
the full two-year College course offered below. It is intended for stu-
dents who wish to make a more thorough study of Foods, Textiles,
Sewing, and kindred subjects.
CERTIFiCATE IN FOODS
The Certificate in Foods is granted upon the completion of fifteen
hours of College work, including Cookery A and B, and Chemistry B.
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CERTIFICATE IN TEXTILES AND SEWING
The Certificate in Textiles and Sewing is granted upon the compla,
tion of fifteen hours of College work, including Sewing A and B a id
a three-hour course in Costume Design. ' n
Preparatory
Cookery I; Sewing I; and sufficient electives to aggregate fifteen
High-School units.
First Year College
Cookery A; Sewing A; Chemistry A; Physiology and Hygiene' and
three hours chosen from subjects open to First-Year College students.
Second Year College
Cookery B; Sewing B; Chemistry B; Costume Design; and the
equivalent of four hours chosen from subjects offered in the Senior
year of the General Course.
Description of Counes in Foods and Cookery
Foods and Cookery 1.-{a) Cookery.-A study of the principles of
cookery, composition, and combination of food materials. Practical
and experimental work.
(b) Home Administration and Sanitation.-The planning care
furnishing, h:ating, lighting, ventilating of the home; drainage: wate;
supply, and disposal of waste from a sanitary standpoint.
Open to High-School students only. Laboratory, two double periods
a week; lecture, one period. One-half unit credit.
Cookery A.:-Pract~cal ~nd Experimental Wark in Cookery of
Foods.-Plannmg and serving of properly balanced meals; study of
the costs of foods and marketing, food production and manufacture
hor;;e duties, division of income, making budgets, keeping of accounts:
pen to College students. Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture,
two hours. Three hours credit.
Cookery B 1 D' t t' S. .. '-.' se e 1:S.~.tudy of the proper nOl\rishment of the
individual or groups of individuals in health and disease, including
a study of the human organism and its needs at each stage of develop-
ment· making f di t.'. 0 e ary standards as influenced by occupation, age,
weight, size, income, and various diseased conditions' preparing meals
to meet these conditions '
2. Home, Nursing.-The correct method of home care of the sick,
care of patient and r b tb '
ta
' oom, a sand bathmg, sick-room methods con-
gron and disinfect" fi t ,.,'. . ion, rs symptoms of disease, relief m emergen-
cres, first aid to th ., d db' ". e injured, an andagfng ; food in relation to dis-
ease, kinde of diet· I'd ', mva I cookery and preparation of trays' refer-
ence work. ' '
Open to College t d t bto s u en s w 0 have completed Course A. Labora~
ry, four hours a week' I t tb ', ec ure, ree hours. Four hours credit,
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Deacription of Cou ...ea in Te:dilea aDd Sewing
Sewing I.-Instruction and practice in hand and machine sewing;
the use of sewing machine and its attachments; use of commercial
patterns.
Open to High-School students only. Laboratory, four hours a
week; lecture, one hour. One-half unit credit.
Sewing A.-l. A course for College students, with special instrue-
tion and practice in cutting and fitting.
2. Lectures and discussions in history and development of textile
industries; the names, widths, and prices of textile fabrics.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, one hour a week. Two
hours credit. .
Sewing B.-l. Practical work, a continuation of Sewing A.
2. Instruction and practice in pattern drafting, modeling and de-
signing patterns in paper.
3. Practice in making and covering frames, the preparation of bind-
ings and bows, making and trimming hats.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, one hour. Two hours
credit.
Sewing C.-A practical course in cutting, making, and designing
clothing for children.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, one hour. Two hours
credit.
This may not be credited toward the fifteen hours required for a
Certificate in Textiles and Sewing.
v. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The value of Physical Education, both morally and eth-
ically, the training of the body for utility and grace, and the
intelligent care of it for protection against weakness and
disease, make the department of Physical Education one of
greatest importance.' Every effort has been made to make
the equipment and management as complete as possible.
Physical training is given' free of charge to all students,
and is required of them for at least three hours a week in
every year. A physical examination is given at the begin-
ning of the session, and a record is kept of the condition of
the individual. From this record the student is advised as
to the kind and amount of exercise best suited to her needs.
The Gymnasium, _ The Gymnasium Building, recently
constructed, is complete in every detail. On the main floor
are two gymnasium rooms-one, 90x50 feet, for general
activity; the other, 50x28 feet, equipped for special exe~c~se.
On this floor also are the executive officesand an exammmg
room. A balcony surrounding the main gymnasium fur-
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nishes ample space for spectators. On the balcony floor
. . danci t di d arer.eCltatlOll rooms, a ancmg s U 10, an a trophy room. On
the lower floor are the lockers, dressing rooms, shower bath
and hair dryers. On this floor also is a shampo0 roo S,
four bowling alleys, and an instructor's office. m,
The Swimming Pool.-The swimming pool is in a se _
rate building.' adjoining the Gymnasium Building. It~s
23x50 feet, and is constructed of white tile. The water i
constantly filtered and sterilized, and is kept at the tempera,
ture necessary for comfort. The pool room is 66x28 feet
30 feet in height, surrounded by a spectators' balcony and
supplied with windows on both the pool and balcony floors
A glass roof gives added light. .
The Athletic Field.-The outdoor equipment consists of
two athletic fields (100x50 yards), three basket-ball courts
an archery range, four tennis courts, a nine-hole obstacle
golf course, and a riding ring. Adding to the completeness
of this equipment is a cement court (179x40 feet), which
makes possible the playing of tennis and other games out-
doors the entire year. .
The Stoble.-Kentucky and Tennessee are world-f~med
as the birthplace of the American saddle horse. It seems
altogether fitting that a school situated within a few miles
of the famous Belle Meade Stock Farm should offer every
opportunity to its students to perfect themselves in the one
sport for which the South for generations has been preemi-
nent.
The Ward-Belmont stable is owned and maintained by
the Athletic Association. It consists of gaited saddle horses
carefully selected as types of disposition entirely suitable
for school work, and are as safe as is possible for horses
to be. Careful instruction is given in the various types of
~orsemanship, and a groom is in constant attendance, both
m the ring and on the road.
As an incentive toward good horsemanship, an Annual
Horse Sh . .ow 1S given on the school campus by the members
cf tha Riding Club. .
. Workof the Deportment.-The work of the department
l~dudes the various phases of Physical Education. Prac-
tlc~l gymnastics, gymnastic games dancing swimming,
swtmmi "th' mg sports, and bowling form the important part of
e mdoor work. The outdoor work consists of field hockey,
, I
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basket ball, baseball, tennis, archery, field and track athlet-
ics, hiking, bicycling, and horseback riding. The work of
the year is divided into three seasons-fall, winter, and
spring. In the spring and fall a student may elect her out-
door sport, but during the winter all are required to take
indoor gymnasium work and swimming until they can pass
the swimming test. I""
PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSES
Required of All Students
1. Two hours a week of directed exercise and one hour a week of
elective work in each year.
2. Swimming lessons until a student is able to pass the swimming
test.
3. An eight-hour lecture course in personal hygiene.
No course will be considered completed by any student, nor may
she be graduated from any department, until the required work in
Physical Education shall have been completed for each year of her
attendance. In case of physical disability, the work will be adapted
to the needs and capabilities of the student.
Elective Couraes Open to All Students
CourseA.-Dancing.
Dancing Li--Instruction in elementary technic and esthetic, inter-
pretative, and folk dances of medium difficulty. One hour a week.
Dancing H.-Instruction in advanced technic and in national, char-
acter and interpretative dances. One hour a week.
Dancing' IrI._Instruction in the technic of toe dancing and in toe
dances of progressive difficulty. One hour a week.
CourseB.-Swimming.
Swimming I._Instruction for beginners. One·half .hour a week
for eight weeks.
Swimming H._Elementary strokes and dives, for pupils who have
learned to swim and wish instruction in perfecting form. One hour
a week for eight weeks.
Swimming HI._Advanced strokes and fancy dives, open only to
pupils who have passed the work of the elementary class. One hour
a week for eight weeks. .
Swimming IV._Competition work, open only to advanced s~lm-
. .. d ewi ing turns and fancy dives.mel'S, special coachmg m apee swrmmms. I
Two hours a week for eight weeks.
Swimming V._Instruction in Red Cross life-saving methods for
Juniors and Seniors. Open to students who have passed the course
S· . g II At the close onon elementary strokes and dives, or wimmmg u-. '
examination a Red Cross certificate and insignia are awarded.
Course C.-Riding.
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Riding I.-For beginners. Instruction in mounting, dismounting
proper method of holding reins and guiding the horse, the seat, and
howto ride the walk, trot, and canter. Two hours a week.
Riding II.-Three-gaited class. For pupils who have ridden, but
wish lessons. Instruction in riding the walk, trot, canter, and in
properly gaiting the horse. Two hours a week.
Riding III.-Five-gaited class. Open only to pupils who have per-
fected themselves in the three-gaited class. The work of this class
consists mainly in learning to properly signal a five-gaited saddle
horse. Two hours a week.
Riding IV.-Jumping and hurdling. Opel1 only to pupils who have
passed the three-gaited work and are good horsewomen. Instruction
in the management of the horse and the proper seat and hands on the
jump. Two hours a week.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIPLOMA
In addition to the work outlined above, a two-year course is offered
to those who wish to specialize in Physical Education. It is open to
students who have been admitted to college standing, with the usual
college-entrance requirements.
Applicants to the course must be without organic disease or any
serious functional disorder. The course each year amounts to thirteen
hours of recitation or lecture, and a minimum of six hours per week
in practical work. FQr the latter, two hours of credit are allowed,
making a total of fifteen hours a year.
Required Courses for Firat-Year College Students
English A.-Three hours credit.
BiologyA.-Four hours credit.
Physiology A.-Two hours credit.
Anatomy.-A course in Gross Anatomy, concerning bones, liga-
ments, and muscles. Two hours a week for the entire year.
Playground Supervision.-This course embraces the history and
Scope of the playground movement, playground organization, admin-
istration, and conduct, and the nature and function of play. The
practical work includes normal instruction in folk dances and singing
games, gymnastic and athletic games, and athletics.
Open to any College student. Two hours a week. Two hours credit.
~ersonal Hygiene.-Lecture course on the parts of the body and
thel: care; the relationship of habits and environment to the health,
efficiency, and well-being of the individual. Required of all students.
One hour a week for one quarter.
OutdoorGamtesand Sports.-Practice for the development of skill.
Fall season: field hockey, archery, field athletics, tennis. Spring sea-
son: basket ball, baseball, track athletics, tennis, riding. Six hours a
week fall ei~hteen weeks, fall and spring. .
I GymnasttCsand Marching.-Instruction in military marching and
e ementary tactics; elementary free standing exercises and work witb
I
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hand apparatus; fundamental work on gymnastic apparatus, such as
horse, parallel bars, boom, ropes, ladders, rings, etc. Four hours a
week for eighteen weeks. .
Dancing.-Elementary course in dancing technic and in dances of
moderate difficulty embraced in Dancing I. One hour a week.
Swimming.-Elementary strokes and dives, as embraced in Swim-
ming II. One hour a week for one quarter.
Required Courses for Second. Year College Students
Psychology.-Three hours credit.
Senior Elective.-Three hours credit.
Anthropomet'r1J 'and Physical Diagnosis.-The Anthropome~ry is a
lecture course on measurements and their practical and graphical ap-
plication. Laboratory work on the use of anthropometric ~~p~ratus.
The Physical Diagnosis is a lecture course designed t~ famIiI~rlze ~he
student with positive indications of physical defects mterfermg WIth
growth normal development and the maintenance of health.
'I'hree hours lecture and' one hour laboratory for one semester.
Three hours credit.
Social Hygiene.-Domestic and community hygiene. .
Open to any College student who has a working knowledge of BIOl-
ogy and Physiology. Three hours a week for one semester. .
Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology.-A study of the mechanical
structure of the body, of muscular control and action, and o~ ~he
effects produced upon the body by various forms of physical actIvIty.
Three hours a week for one semester. .' . I
Methods of Teaching Gvrnnastics.-A brief history of Physica
Education, with a study of gymnastic terminology and ~ethods of
teaching and organizing progressive courses and lessons In gymnas-
tics. Three hours a week for one semester.. . . to
Observation and Practice Teaching.-The arm of this co~rse IS
. .' . t hi g and coaching undergrve each student practical expenence III eac III .
critical observation. One hour a week for the enttre year.
Gymnastics and Marching.-Advanced work in marching, gymnas-
tics and calisthenics, and apparatus work. Four hours a week for
eighteen weeks. . I s
Outdoor Goaneeand Sp01·ts.-Practice for skill and study of ru e
and coaching methods. Six hours a week for eighteen weeks.
Dancing.-As prescribed in Course II.
Swimming.-As prescribed in Course III.
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POINTS OF INTEREST TO PATRONS
Handsome, well-equipped buildings and beautif II I
The residence halls and the academic building U YtP ,anned grounds.
St ili d en Ire y separate
. ennzeo, filtered water runs ice-cooled to hygienic dri ki .
tams on every floor. n mg foun-
~ell-equipped Domestic Science laboratory.
Light, airy dining halls, and scientifically equipp d ldtch
bakery. e I en and
Parents are requested not to send to the students box ..
food other than fresh fruit and a limited amount f. des containing
Gym. lth h 0 can y.nasrum, WI s ower baths and swimming pool f tdents. ' ree 0 all stu-
R~~f garden,. one of the attractions of the school.
VIsitors received in the central parlors not i id, In rest ence halls
t t
Mh,nchallers received by written permission from parents add·, d
o e sc 001. esse
Separate dormitories for College and High-Scho ltdS d .. ti . a s u ents.
,un ay VISI mg discouraged.
Victrolas not permitted in the dormitories.
Student social room maintained in every dormitory.
Students are not to leave the campus without p . . ..
management. er mISSIOn of the
Students not well enough to studyfirmary. or recite must go to the in-
sta~::~;/conomy, and propriety in dress are the subjects of con.
Borrowing and lending ex t b .P ,cep y special permission is prohibited
arents may not gave pe " th .the school. rmiseions at conflict with the rules of
The pupil's needs in personal di
8 moderate monthly all spen mg money should be met in
owance.
Adequate compensation must bproperty. e made for any defacement of school
Every pupil is expected t .d
required for school use. 0 pr~vI e herself promptly with the books
Every boarding pupil is re ui
one pair of shoes of the fa . q red to ha~e for day wear at least
(Y. W. C. A. last) Or ic ll~WI~g approved Iist : Socket Fit, Cantilever
erty Tread, Mocca;in ~e;d. ediform, Full Plastic, Nature Tread, Lib·
th
~eatness and order are expected f IIell' rooms. 0 a students in the care of
Chafing dishes and elect' I .students' rooms R rica appliances will not be allowed in the
One faculty member j. ere provided for this purpose.
Classes small reh or every ten resident students
T enoug to guarante d .he school reserves the ri h e a .equate individual attention.
there are not as mgt to withdraw any class for which
any as ten applicants.
I
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A tutor is provided at moderate cost for students who need coach-
ing to enable them to keep up with their classes.
Music teachers all conservatory-trained under the best masters in
America and Europe.
Eighty pianos, including ten Stein way Grands and a Steiuway Duo-.
Art, are available for school use.
Lengthy visits of parents or other members of students' families
are discouraged.
The Star Entertainment course offers unusual advantages in lec-
tures, musical recitals, concerts.
Loyal alumnsa, enthusiastic student body, excellent school spirit.
School work missed just before or after the Christmas holidays
must be made up at the student's expense.
Testimonials of character and health must accompany or follow
each new pupil's application for admission.
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form of
student government, properly safeguarded by faculty supervision and
cooperation.
The privilege of walking unchaperoned within certain prescribed
limits beyond the campus is granted our pupils under definite restric-
tions. -
Parents who register students thereby accept the conditions in this
Catalogue.
Except when they are in the Nashville homes of near relatives,
pupils from a distance a re required to board in the school.
A student who is found to be out of sympathy with the spirit and
ideals of the school may be asked to withdraw, even though she may
not have broken any formal rules.
No Ward-Belmont student may sell or give artiCles of clotiiing to
the maids without the knowledge and consent of her hostess.
A student who leaves the campus without permission loses her
citizenship in the Ward-Belmont School. This penalty applies also to
smoking and to attending a dance in Nashville.
With the exception of a few single rooms, each bedroom is for two
girls, and is furnished with single beds, separate closets, and other
usual comforts.
Every provision against fire- -regular fire drills, fire escapes, fire
extinguishers, fire hose--though there is no fire in the buildings ex-
cept in kitchen and bakery.
Boarding pupils are not allowed to visit in the city, exc~pt. wi~h
the approval of parents and the school management. PermISSIon ~8
not granted to spend the night in the city, except with parents or In
the home of near relatives. Such permission will not be granted more
frequently than one week-end in a month. .
No guest may be taken to the dining roon without first havmg
registered in the office of the Home Departmlmt. No charge will be
made for meals for guests remaining only one jay. For a longer stay
a charge for meals of $2 a day, or 75 cents a meal, will be mad~, but
arrangements can be made ror only a limited time. No rooms m the
school are available for guests.
.I
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Wa'r.d~Belmontdoes not lend money to students. Drafts made by
students are honored by us only in cases of emergency or upon the
written request from parents or guardians.
The student body of 1924·1925represents the best homes in thirty_
seven States .and Panama, thus affor-ding the broadening educational
advantages of a nation-wide acquaintanceship.
Practically every State north of the Ohio from New York to Oregon
is represented in Ward-Belm~mt. Climatic conditions and educational
opportunities are such that nearly one-half of our student body now
comes from the North.
Boarding students are under school regulations from the moment
of their arrival in Nashville until their departure from the city. Par.
ents should not, without conferring with the school, grant social or
other permissions in the city before the student enters or after she
leaves school.
A modern infirmary in the main building is maintained under pro-
fessional supervision, and pupils who are too ill to meet school ap-
pointments are cared for here instead of in their bedrooms.
School work missed because of absence must be made up to the
teacher's satisfaction; otherwise credit cannot be given for the course.
Ordinarily a tutor can be provided at $1 to $1.50 per hour. Tests
or examinations not taken at the appointed time must be taken later,
and a charge of $2 each will be made. Tutoring in preparatory sub.
.lecta must be tested at Ward-Belmont. Tutoring is not accepted in
lieu of collegework.
Parents are requested not to permit their daughters to bring with
them to the school expensive jewelry or heirlooms of any kind. Nei-
ther should they be permitted to bring with them expensive wearing
apparel. The school is not responsible for loss or theft.
All permissions of parents or guardians should be written and
addressed to the management, and are subject to the approval of, the
management. Even during the visits of parents, pupils are still sub.
feet to the rules of the school, and must meet all regular classroom
or studio appointments.
'The schoolbank, with its system of pass books, deposit slips, checks,
and monthly balance'reports, not only cares for the spending money
of students, but teaches them how to keep a bank account, draw
checks, and conduct their own financial affairs. We are not respon-
sible for moneyor valuables not deposited in our vaults.
Each residence ball is in the charge of a hostess who is always
accessiblefor counsel, and who devotes her entire time to the training
of the girls of her household in such questions as appropriateness and
simplicity in dress, neatness and order in the bedrooms. In a word,
these hostesses undertake to perform the office of the refined mother
in a Christian home.
Parents and guar-dians are requested to cooperate with the school
in securing full and regular attendance, especially at the beginning
and end of the school year and just before and just after the Christ-
mas holidays. Much educational value attaches to the commencement
season, and no student should miss any part of it. All students have
o N
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. Those who leave earlier. or who
obligations to the .end of thtehsesSl~n~tthe closing days. will thus fail
do not keep appointments roug 0
it f th k of the last quarter.
to earn full credit or e wor State d Panama were represented
The following thirty-seven dB IS ant Alabama Arkansas, Cali-
" h t r in War - e men : , ,
during t e pas yea I ld Georgia Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
fornia, Colorado, Delaware, F, ~rl a, M ine Massachusetts, Michigan,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, LoulslaNnab' ak, 'N"ewJersey New Mexico,. . . . M' i Montana eras a, ' .
MlSSlSS1PPl, issourr, Ob' ou homa Oregon Pennsylvama,
New York, North Carolina, 10, a T 'xas Vir~inia Washing-
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, e, ,
ton, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
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CHARGES AND TERMS
EXPENSES AT WARD-BELMONT, NASHVILLE TE• NN.
The school year consists of one term of thirty .. . . -SIX weeks Th
next session will begin September 16 1925 and nd J . e. ' • e nne 3 1926 lth
a "Christmas vacation of approximately two we k T'h ' wr
h d
es. e charges
ere name are for the whole school year and a,' d d. ' e ue an payabl
the openmg day of school, but for the convenience of pte on
b d
. . a rons payment
may e rna e In two Installments-in September d J
tively, as stipulated below. an auuary, respec-
An advance registration fee of $25 should be f d
I
,. . orwar ed with th
app icatton, which amount will be credited as e
school account, but is not subject to return. a prepayment on the
B~ard, roo~, with bath on hall, tuition in two or more subjects
In the LIterary Department (including Latin F' h
S
. h)' ' rencn, Ger-
man, pants ,PhysIcal Training Athletic S' .
kl I
traini .. ' s, wunrmng
wee y c ass rammg In POIse and Voice us f Lib 'lrls i ,eo Irarytwogtr s In a room, each occupanL______ ~ ,
Due on entrance, but payable $525 on ;;tr~-----b--I----------$800.00
B d tc. nee, a ance on J anuar 1
oar, e ., as above, In rooms in suites of tw ith y .. b th .. 0, WI connect-
mg a ,two girls in a room, each occupant; __
Due on entrance but payable $625 t ------------ 950.00
Single rooms in' suites of two '''''toh
n
c
en
ranct:, balance on January 1.,.. onnec mg bath . I .
room, are available each at $950 f b. .' one gil' In a
which $625 is payable on entrance. or oard and literary tuition, of
~t~::n~n~~ rotom
k
e, with ~ath on hall, are available at $800.
o a e work m two or mor t (
at least two units or six hours credit d re ex ras th~ eq~ivalent of
for more than the one re uired Li : ~n ca?not fi~d time m addition
$75 on either of the abov~ m t' tedlalY subject, WIll be credited with
CI .. - en rene sums for "board etc"
ergymen III active mi . te . I ' .
$100 on the regular course :~~ /18 tWOrk are allowed a discount of
wen y per cent on extras.
THE OTHER FEES REQUIRED
Star Entertainment Course*
Infirmary fee simpl di .------------------------$ 9.00;
(except wh~ e ~e icmes and nurse's attention
Use of h lir a special attendant is necessary) ---__ 600
ouse men (see page -r-) . $5500
Laundry, within libel' I b .-------------------- 10.00 .
house linen) a, ut specIfied, limits (including
----------------- 30.00
Payable three-fifths on ent___ rance, balance on Jauuary 1.
·Thll sehoolbuild' .will be mada f Inga Willbe dosad duri th ..III addT or the board and care of studngt : <;:hrlst~as vacation, but provision
in NllSbvil:lOll~o the sevanl really gre t en suring thiS period at $25 1\ week.
lIeseioliten~rdurlllg the ye'!r. Ward.Bel;:;o~~nc~rt~ and lectur;s which may b~ heard
embracilli's more entertainments brou ht t w::J re.sent to its students durmg the
ellablethe orneof the best in Music AgO as. Villeat a cost of $8,000or marc,
paid for illd:u.dd'"~lto hear these enfert:~' EXPtresslOn,and Literature. This fea willVIua tickets. nmen s at a rate much lower than if they
EXTRAS (IF TAKEN)-CHARGES PER SCHOLASTIC YEAR
Due on entrance, but payable three~fifths on entrance, balance on
January 1.
Piano, individual lessons, two per week $150.00
Piano, individual lessons, beginner's grade, with special teacher 125.00
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Goodman 300.00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week 175.00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week, with Signor De Luca __ 300.00
Piano practice, one and a half hours per day (each additionalhour, $10) _
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Rose _
Violin practice, one hour daily (each additional hour, $5) ------
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week, with Director _
Practice on practice Organ, one hour per day, per session _
Practice on large Organ, one·half hour per day, per session _
Orchestra class, free to Violin pupils _
Ear Training or History of Music _
Harmony in class; ----- --- ----- - ---- ------ ---'--- ------ - - --
Harmony, individual lessons, two per week _
Sight Reading, in class _
Domestic Science, regular course _
Materials used in Domestic Science, each course, per year _
Domestic Art, one course _
Art, two periods per day (extra periods, each $20) -----------
Art, one period per day -: :- _
Costume Design, three hours a week for DomestIC Art puptls __
Italian and Greek, in classes of six or more, each _
Expression, first year, regular course-----------------------
Expression, second or third-year course _
Playground Supervision - - --- - - -------- -------- -- -- - - ------
Physical Education Normal Course ("Practical Work" and 100.00
Playground Supervision) -------------------------------- 35.00
)Esthetic Dancing ---- - - ----- - ---- -- - -- - -- ---- ----- -- -----
T
__________________ ~ -(61)w A R D B E L M o
Each of the above-named fees for board and tuition includes Phys-
ical Training, so necessary to health, use of Library, and the modern
languages-French, German, and Spanish-all of which, in practically
all schools, are charged for as "extras." Swimming is also included
without extra cost, as are weekly class lessons in Poise and Voice. It
is the policy of Ward~Belmont to include in the regular charge abun-
dant provision for health in Physical Culture, every literary require-
ment for graduation, and the essentials for a broad culture. It is
thus evident to one considering these features and the liberal additions
made to buildings, equipment, and faculty during the last few years
that the charge for boarding students is remarkably reasonable. The
charges listed below under "Extras" are made for those who wish to
specialize in the subjects named or to supplement their work along
those lines.
N
20.00
200.00
10.00
225.00
35.00
60.00
30.00
25.00
35.00
100.00
25.00
85.00
15.00
85.00
100.00
80.00
40.00
50.00
100.00
125.00
30.00
.11
1;1
I
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Riding Club (Athletic Association). thirty rides, or fifteen leg.SODS -
Shorthand and Typewriting ------------- _
Bookkeeping ---------------------------------------------
Laboratory fee, for students of Physiology _
Laboratory fee, for students of Chemistry or Biology _
(Extra charge for unnecessary breakage or wastefulness.)
60.00
100.00
60.00
6.00
10.00
Graduation fee -- ----- - - ---- -- - -- ------- -- -- - _
Certificate fee --- --- - ---- -- -- - --- --- _
16.00
10.00
Pupils enter for the entire session or part of session unexpired at
time of entrance. No reduction will be made for time lost during the
first four or last six weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made
for absence during other periods, except in cases of the protracted
illness of the student herself, when the loss' will be shared equally
with the patron if the illness has kept the student for five weeks or
more out of the school building.
Schoolbills are due on entrance and on January I, and are subject
to sight draft after these dates.
Fuller information will be furnished on request, also additional
printed literature or photographic views.
THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL,
Belmont Heights, Nashville, Tenn.
March, 1925.
Kelton. Elizabeth
Kerr, leabel
Killebrew, Katherine
Kinne, Katherine
Kirk, Truth
Klein, Lucile
Kline, Katherine
Kline, Mary Flora
Knight, Ollie
Knox, Janet
Kraft, Bernice
Kramer, Helen
t:~re~~n/h;ahne~~a
Laughlin, Elizabeth
Lawrence!,-.MamieD.
Le..venB,Edith
Leavengocd, Gertrude
t:f'Q~~~~Urian
Lig~tfoot, Roberta
Ligon. Sarah
Lockwood, Helen,
Logan, Mary LomBe
Long. Margaret
Long£ellow,Imo
Lowry, Elizabeth
McConnell, Mildred
McCreary, Ha1.el
McDonald, Adaline Kerr
MacDonald. Helen
McGill, Mary
Mclntolh, Jnel.
Mclntyre, RUI~ ,
McMath, Nettle Clalfe
Maine, Ruth
Marke, Gertr,u.de
Marlin~J Ceclha
Marr, Natalie.
Mauie, Geraldine
Maner.on, Peggy
MaYllinnu, Helen
Meecham, M~ry Eleanor
Melat, Gene':l~ve
Mel,on, V,rlllllla
Meyer, Marg..ret
Miller, Dorothy
Miller, KatherlPe
Mock, Irene
Moody, Eleanor .
Moore, Helen Lou18e
Moore, Mar¥aret
Morelli, WhItfield
Morril, Margaret
Morril, Mary Claude
Mo,eley,1.oI' . b
Murphy, Mary Ehzabet
Nuh, Viola
~~l:~~:~~cr Allen
North, Gertrude
O'Brien, Hazel
Orr, je .. le
O,burn. Mary
O,mond, Dorothy
Pannill, Margaret
Payne, Francu Cooper
Pearson. Kathryn
Peck. WHIm..
Pence.Olda
Perry, Elva
Peyton, Erma
Phelp., Eleanor ,
Pickering. Forreillne
Pool, Mild.ed,
Pittman. MarIe
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WARD. BELMONT MATRICULATES, 1924-1925
Adami, Grace Lucile
Adkke., Frank
Aitken lone
Allen, Elizabeth
Allen, Mary Morrill
Allen, Rebecca
Anderson, Corinne
Anderson, Fay
Anderton, Mildred
Andrewe, Jane
Arnold, Ermine
Bader, Dorothy
Baird, Rachel
Bales, Evelyn
Baln, Mary Alice
Ballinllcr, Elizabeth
Ratkerville, Nancy
Bauman, Ophie Louise
Beard, Pauline
Beckmann, Jeanette
Bedell, Eleanor
Bender, Myra
BenneTt, Elizabeth
Berni. Dorothy
Berwick, Adel..ide
Bolel, Helen
Bowman, Lilla Adelia
Bozarth, Mary Garner
Bradford, Dorothy
Branch, Lorine
Bramham, Janct
Brewer, Elizabeth
Britt, Lorr ..ine
Brookman, Norma
Brownlow, Lucile
Brullson, Merle
Caldwell. Loil
Callender, Elizabeth
Callaghan, Pauline
Campbell, Emily
Cauell, Agnn
Ca,tnr, Margaret
Ch:non, Cornelia
Chinberg, Berenice
Clarke, Margaret
Cochrane. Francn
Cochrane, Nancy Jane
Coleman, Mary TI,dale
Colee, Martha
Coli, Mary
Comer, Mary Eva
Coodit, Harriett
Conr ..d, Bernice
Cook, Dorothy
f~~k~~~(!e~::i~e.:e
Creup, Sara Alice
Creuler, Mildred
Cron, Laura
Curdy, habel
Curtis, Isabel
Curtis, Murrel
Daw.on, Lucille
Dewey, Ruth
Dice, Catherine
Dickson, Ellyn
Dierks, Genevieve
Dorley, Elizabeth
Douty, ROl,lerta
g~~~r~b~:"Mary ErneHine
Dunlap, Mildred ,
Edey, Annie C....!lrllla
Edmison, Kat~er>ne
Edward., Pauhne
Elfele, LOUlle
COLLEGE STUDENTS
FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE
Elliott, Leis
Elmer, France, Elizabeth
Ercereon, Hope
Etter, Catherine
Evan., Mary
Falender, France.
Faull. Leis
Fields, Anna
Flagg, Archa
Fleming, Elizabeth
Flickinger, Mildred
Foner, Zaidee Lee
fulmer. Myra
Galloway, Grace
Gardner, Kathleen
Gatewood, Ira
Geny, Adelaide
Gildner, Marie
Givan, M .. ry Frances
Godfrey, Margaret
Godwin, Nell
g~~1e~r:.utKlian
Graham, Eleanor
Gravn, Mary Jane
Green, Eleanor.
Greenlaw. Anllle G.
Grisham, Hden
Grisicr, Catherine
GriBier, Louise
Haggard, Eleanor
Halbrook, Hazel
Hampton, Sarah .
Harmon, Mary Lom.e
Harr, Mary
Harris, Dixie. '
Hatfield. Patncla
Haynes, Elizabeth
Heath, Dorothy
Hen,chel, Marion
Herkimer. Jean
Hell, Ruth
Hick•• Eliubeth
Hk1<l Mabel
Hill, Elizabeth Anne
Holladay, Helen
Holmes, Helen
Holuinger, Agnes
Hopkin" Lily
Houlton. Hele."
Hovenden, Leis
Howe, Edith
Hoyt, Elizabeth
Huddlelton, Helen
Ingram, Alice
Ingrum, Margaret
lobell, Kathryn
jackman, BellYaehon, Helenakel, Ol':helia
leffrin Emm.. Wayneenlon; Virginiaebnecn, DeMaud,eehmon, Ev .. LouiseJohnBon, GenevIeve
10hMon, Irene,
IOllnlton,LoUlie~~~:: ftU~~bethone., ThrelRoyee, Mary francn
1uItU', Rouhe
Kaplan, Ethel
Karr, Hden
Kaufmann, Eleanor
Kellogg, Ruth
!I
li~
l
i!l
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Pope, M..nan
Porter, EEoc
PrielleT, Eli."
Rabinowitz, Alice
Ramuur, Florence
RamlauT, Genevieve
Ratti, Edith
~~~~~l~::ruvJ~h~
Rich:ud •. Ann
Richard.on, Claudine
Ridley, Randle
Rieh, JOlephine
Robinlon, Virgin;"
Robinlon, Willie Kenneth
RoS', Elizabeth
Ruckman, Virginia
Ryldoll, Florence~:~e{o~:n~ffieoe,
Savage, KHe
Shaffer, Alice
Schermerhorn, Chri,tinc
Schock, Kathryn
Schrreder, Lucille
Shelly, Eloise
Abbott, lJorothea
Abbott, Maxine
Andcnon, Helen
Ashbaugh, Mildred
Baben, Evelyn
Bailey, Ruth
Barbee, Helen
Baasc t t , Cnrolyn
Bevington, Helen
Bittler, Helen
Blattner, nell
Blewett, Roberta
Boodcker, Carol
Born, Dori.
Bowden, Loui.e
Bowden, Pauline
Bracy, Mary
Brandon, Love Mac
Brazeltoll, Marie
Buckner, Elizabeth
Buford, Maribel
Byard, Mary Frances
Callihan, juliette
Campbell, laue
Carrigan, elizabeth
Christianey, Caro
Clement, Marl\'aret
Cole, Sarah Margaret
Cron, Mary Minnetta
Cron, Alice Roane
Crowder, Rachel
Cudlip, Luella
Cullum, Mary
Curry, Mary Elizabeth
Davis, Viola
Davin, Carro
Dornbu.ch, Helen
Duncan, Mary Elizabeth
g~~~ir.'tiil~'sh
Ebbett, Charlotte Elizabeth
Edens, Willie Louise
Edwards, Hazelle
Ellwood, Janie
Engler, Viola
Flippen, Rebecca
Foggy, Elizabeth
Foster, Elinor
francez, Margaret
frank, Louise
Fuller, Anne
Fuller, Frances
Allen. Helen Franeel
Si mplon, habel
Simpson, Mary Elizabeth
Slaton, Clarice
Smith, Alya Dean
Smith, Lucille
~~~~e:;a~.i~~~:y
Statham, Eli'l,abeth
Stewart, Margaret
Stolz, Etna
Sudekum, Elizabeth
Sullivan, Lola
Sullivan, Thelma
Sweney, MoHY
Swim, Bessie
Symonds, Janet
Taul, Dorothy
Taylor,lvonian
Thomas, Elizabeth
Thcrnae, Valda
Tibbetts, Sallie
Tietjen, Claudine
Tillman, Eve1l'n
Tincher, Corrine
f~:re~iRt;V;aB~II~'
SECOND. YEAR COLLEGE
Gail, Mabel
Gallup, Ruth
Goodwyn, Margaret
Graybeal, Cora
Griffin, Franccs
Grizzard. Dorothy
Gullichen, Marguerite
Guthrie, Eleanor
Haldeman, Ruthe
Hamby, Emalene
Harwood, Christine
Hawkin., Marjorie
Hendrich, Ruth
Holdsworth, Lucille
Hornback, Ruth
Hull, Erne.tine
Humphrey, Margaret
HUliter, Harriette
Huston, l.loyd
Huthlteiner, Dorothea
Hyndman, Virginia
James, Helen
jennings, Annie-Ruth
john non, Emily Lee
jane., Velma
Kahil, Dorothea
Kaufman, Lyall
Kehm, Phyllis
Kemp, Reva
Kennedy, Alice
Kerr, Marjorie
King, Iac
Kirk, Margaret
Klock, Polly
Kni,ll"hl, Dorothy
Kohl, Helen
Kullman, Maile LOUise
Laswell, Helen
Leonard, Margarel
Letzcrich, Vera
Lewis, Lee
Lindsej(, Marion
Lucas, Lena
~~~l~~~~~I'izr:ba::h Itam
McCutcheon, Manha
Mcrntosh, Gertrude
McKec, Ellowee
McLarry, Mary
Madison, Mabel
Marth, Mildred
Martin, Berniece
POSTGRADUATE
Cook, Eleanor Louise
Garrett, julia
T
Towne, Elarka
Turmao, Harriet
Underwood, Toay
Van Amburg, habel
Vance, Dorothy
Yantman, Grace
Vrooman, Dorothy
Wadley, Katherine
Wallaee, Ellen
Waller, Florence
Waller, Lorene
Warwick, julia
Watson, jennie Craig
WatU, Helen
Watu, Virginia
Weber, Wayne
Welch, nee,
~l:!~I~SoMildred
Whittaker, Mary
Wilmorth, Marion
Wilso", Dorothy
Winn, Aileen
Wylie, Julia
Zachry, Emma Leigh
Zirjack •• Constance
Martin. El!en May
Maltinglv, Evelyn
Meade, Thelma
Minetree, Lena
Morrison, Mildred
Moss, Marieua
Mullendore, Mildrcd
Murchiso", josephine
Murragh, Helen
Nicholson, jane
Norman, Dorothy
Nyee, Harriet
gft~~f: ro~~fi~ret
Parker, Dorothy
Paris, llIanche
Poorman, Irene
Potts, Alma
PotU, Helen
Preuit, Camilla
Price, Lucille
Rebman, Ina
Reed, jane
Richardson, jean
Rodes, Mary Cromwe!
Royoter, Margaret
Seuddcr, Francee
Sch,,]>;e. Virginia
Sherman, Evelyn
Skiles, Mary Alice
Sloan, Katherine
Smith, DorOlhy
Smith, Mariorie
Smith, Virginia
Stephcnson, Sarah
Stevens, Sybil
Stokes, EI.ie
Strother, Mary Ruth
Sturn, Catherine
Sullivan, Maria"
Tatman, Elizabeth
Taylor, Gladys
Taylor, jo.ephine
Thomas, Gr acc Dean
Turner, Mary joe
Van Devenrer. Verne!e
Waid, Willa Mae
Walling, lone
Wilson, Betty
Wise, Margaret
Young, Fay
YOUll.':. Mary Elizaheth
Smith, Louise
w A R
Arter, Nola
Bailey, Elizabcth
Booth, Muriel
Brock.,Mary Betty
Buchanan, MargareT
Clingan, Alice
Cochran. Rosa
Davie, Mildred
Ellie, Hettie
Farquhar, Katherine
Green, Carrie
Haines, Margaret
~~t'd:YG~~~~~ret
Horne, Anita
Bailey, Sara
Bandy, Corinne
Beare, Horten.e
~~~I~~t/a~~~s
Calhoun, Maria
Choisser, Kinlye
Clements, Martha
Cleveland, Helen janis
Cliffe, Josephine
Cullier, Eaeelle
Crei,l!'hton, Elizabeth
Davis, Dorothy
DeMott, Dorothy
Dinning, Marlon
Gaines, Edith
Abbott, Marjorie
Atkins, Mona
Billing., Virginia
Boyer, Belty
Broadwood, Barbara
Burger, Brownie
Douty, Marguet Ellen
Dozier, Mary Elieaberh
Gross, Elsie
Hamlett. Flora
Hopkinl, Ida Kathryn
Alexander, Maud Phinney
Andrews, Philena
Baker, Margaret
Barthel!, Eliz.abct.h
Bayne, Gladys
Beauchamp, Virginia
Bell, Dorothy
Bennett, Sara
Render, Herminia
Bolton, Maltie Lou
Brower, Georgia
CarlOn, B)'ington
Cartwright, TheodOBia
Cates, Freda
Cayce. Mary Elizabeth
Coggin., Pearl
Colvin, Mary
Cotton, j \lEa
Crandall, Estelle
Culbert, Dorothy
Curl, Elizabeth
Davie, Iene
Davis,lV"'-rg.arct
Dicki",on, Helen
DurrNt, Katherine
Eakin, Eloise
D B E
COLLEGE SPECIAL
Hughes, Lois
jame., Frances
fimi.on, Ne])eones, Lillianindeey, Estelle
Lowenheim, Elizabeth
Maxwell, Georgia
Millcr, Mary
Montgomery, Louise
Murray, Rosebud
Noble, Mary Lou
Packard, Marion
Pearson, Mildred
Pedigo, Lola
Porter, Eva Neal
PREPARATORY STUDENTS
FOURTH.YEAR PREPARATORY
Grice, jane
Hackett, Lyda
H~"ell, FrancCl
Hollinshead, Harriet
Holt, Helen
Howse, Helen
10nCl, Virginia
Kellum, Antoinette
Kerr, Elizabelh
Lind.ley, Helen
McAlister, Louise
M"Qniddy, Sue
Matthews, Melis.a
Mitchener, Alline
Moore, Helen Lane
Moore, Mary Daniel
PREPARATORY SPECIAL
Lamb, Chri.tine
Mann, Franee.
Moore, San Fraucee
Murray, Pauline
Oliver. Juanita
Perry, Isabelle
Porter, Evelyn
Reynolds, Ann
Shireman, Margaret
Schuler, Imogene
Spear., Fr~nces
THIRD·YEAR PREPARATORY
Eatherly, Martha Anne
f;ir~\'~;~h~es
Fleming, Mary Boyd
Fletcher. Olive May
Folk, Emily
Greene, Emma Elizabeth
Griffin, Ida
Hall, Rebekah
Harrington, Mary
Harris, Frances
Hawes, Tina Mae
Hayes, Florence
Hays, Mary jane
Henderson, Orlean
Huteey, Lncile
jackson, Mercer
Lacobe, Ruth
/ollin, Martha
Lambeth, Martha
MaeCartney, Lydabelle
Mc-Colloch, Kathryn
McWilliams, Grace
Maynard, Helen
Meador., Lily
Meadows, Mary Lueille
Morrison, Madge
L M o N
Rayl. HOrtense
ROleberry, julia
Rudin, Cecile
Sawyer, Sara
Scnn, Elizabeth
Smith, Louise
Smith, Margaret
Snyder, Julia
Sprouse, Ruby Brigg,
Stewart, France.
Stoufer, Margaret
Sweet, Marjorie
Swinhart, Martha
Tucker, Roberta Loui.e
Williams, Octavia
Morelock, Mary Louise
Olsen, Lucia Adebide
Pearson, Eloi.e
Pearson, Marion
Pflasterer, Elsie
Shackelford, Elizabelh
Sherman. Marion
Thomas, Helen
Thompson, Dorothy
Tolman, Mary Alice
Wade, Dorothy
Ware, Alexondria
Warren, Mary Eli7.abcth
Weft, Sarah
Willis, Allie
Yeargin, Dorothy
Sndekum. Viola
Tucker, Clara
Turner, Emily
Turner, Lisle
Umbarger, Carrie
Vandagrilt, Saviile
Verochoyle, Etta Mae
Wallace, Carolyn
Widee, Jeanne
Wood., Louise
Wright, Aileen
Murrey, Dora Houston
Neil, Argie
Neil, frances
O'Bryan, Mary
O'Connor, Margaret
Orr, Polly
Padgett, Mary
Pitney, Kalherine
Porter, Rebecca
Robbins, Eleanor
Serlie, Elsa
Shore, Be .. ie
Smedley, Nancy
Smith, Blanche
f~e0~~~Ca~[;b::
Vance, Alberta
Vaullhnn, Su,an
Ware, Juanita
Webster, Dorothy
Weeks, Dorolhy
Weinberger, Bernice
Wharton, Alene
White, A",,~
Wilcox, Reed
Yale •• Maty
LA Rw
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Adami, Grace Elizabeth
Around •• , Peggy
Ambrole. Hoeteme
Ball:gett, Flora
BIIlley, Lucile
Baldwin, Mildred
~i::~k~:rM~~:ckman
BOT.chow, Bfccma
~~~~~~";:~fl~~irginia
Burnett, Celeste
Cavert, Florence
Cohen, Beulah ....
Crawford. Loui.e
Davis. Helen
Denton, Ethel
Allen, Leonora
~~~;~~ka~he~~f~:e
Bandy, Naomi
Bennett, Virginia
~~ir~t:~.~~~I~~Ull.Grace
Chamberlain, Marie
Cooper, Josephine
g~~~~'h,t:9~~;t
Dudney, Adelle
Dudney, Katherine
Ehrenwald, ROlella
Fall, Nell
Folk, Jane Carey
Gainc., Mary
Goodloe. Isabel
Goodpaoture, Mar;_
Graham, Mary
I I Abernathy, RuthAleunder, Mn. V.}.*~I~:h~M~~~~:h~or
Averbuch, Mr •. Sam
Barton, Mr. Weoley A.
Berry, Mr. Dougl3.1
~j~a:~~F~~n~~rgmt
:~~de·r~eE~~!~~ia
~~~~\el:'l1J:' Lulu
Brown, Mra. Barton
Brown, Jenin
g;~:~.i'J!t'iz~b~~ih
Bugg, Eugene
Burton, Lillian
Caldwell, Sara
Chambera. Sara Catherine
Cauley. Mu. Willie P.
Cheek, M ... Will T.
Clementi, Mildred
Colcod:, Evalyn
Cooke, Louiae
Cooney. Mrl. Robert
~~~~tb~~~idt
Cram Kendall
§;i~hio~a~rc.t
D B E
SECOND. YEAR PREPARATORY
Dinning, Dorothy
Dobbs. Heleng~~,~~:,fnd:ileaii
Erbrieh. Ruth
Enea, Henrietta
Forney, Wanda
Grizzard, Gertrude
Hamilton. Dorothy
Hardison, Fr anees
Harbour, Robert Leecer
Hawkinaon, Ethel
Johnoon. Wendel
Keeble, Emmie
McAliner, Laura
McDonald, May Imr;e
Meadowa, Jewell
Parrilh, Kathryn
Pearson, Margaret
FIRST~YEAR PREPARATORY
Hamilton, Marcella
Harrington. Roberta
Harri., Mildred
Hayea. Minnie
~~fr,eB~~~orenee
Ingalls, Charlotte
Ingram, Mary
Jackson, .le"n
Keller. Margaret
Keller, Mary Eliubeth
Kellum. Lalah
Lewia, Edna
Logan. Mary Lee
Luck, Bernice
McKelvey, Josephine
Milia, Viq!lCia
Morelock, Elizabeth
Murray, Sara ,
Murrey. Catherine
Neil, Virginia
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Gilbert, Mary Lc uiee
Gillreath, Verna
Gla.gow, Grace Ellen
g~~·:~a~'tu~ea.rM~d~rd
Greene, Mrs. Harold M.
Greer, Ann Amelia
Harper, Claire
Haaton. Evelyn
Haye., Marie
Henry, Eleanor
Hill, Martha
Hcllinehead, Dorinda
Hollinlhead, Henry
Hollowell, Mill Frank
Holt, Rubye
Jackson, Mn. William H.
Kear ney, Si. ter M"ry Magdalene
Kelley, Jnsephine
Kennedy, Katherine
Kirkman, Eleanor
Kirtland, Jeannette
Lanier, Mary Elizabeth
Leather., Fanny
Leftwich. Mr e, Hunter
Lollar. Cecelia
Luck, SUlan
Lusk. Elizabeth
tusk, Mrs. Robert
McCollilter. Elil.aheth
McCoy, Jean
MeCrs,v, M;nerva
M o N
Peirce. Clyde
Powell, Sara
Raile, Lorene
Richardson, Edwina
RUliell, France.
Senna, Ruth
Seyler, Helen
~~aaUrt~~~, ~~~~dia
Speara, Mary
~~rdenkg~~a~ahri~ite
Tompkin., Elizabeth
Wherry, Augusta
William., Emeline
Williamson, Virgini"
Woellner, Helen
O'Connor. Nancy
fr~g~ar~~~n~lfiena"nora
~ao~~~~~~,uf~;;e~~ iaa
Shotwell, Ruth
Sloan, Elizabeth
Smith, Eugenia
Smith. IvradeJle
Smith, Mary E.
Sudekum, Sara
Taylor, Sarah
Vaughn, Gertrude
Walter, Barbara
~::~:~Eor~'inr.;arthaEmily
Whinon, Mary Frances
Wilson, Eugenia
Wood. Grace
Wood., Martha
Mooney, Ralph
Morehead, Gertrude
Morrow, Thelma
Moss, Gwendolyn
Murphy, Elizabeth
Nellume, Mre. M. E.
Newman, Roberta
Nichol, Ann Le.lie
Nichols. Mr e, Herbert
Noel. MtI. L.G.
Northern, Mary
Oliver, Juanita
Oman. Mary Elizab~th
Ottnteon.ldelle
~;;G~~M~I~1.C.
Patrick, France.
Payne, Cotherine
Payne, Jobn C.
Payne, Sarah
Pegram. Clyde
~~I~t:fli:anbe::h
Powell, Margaret
Ransom. Mr e. C. J.
Reed, Eleanor
Rich. Margaret
Richardson. Nell Katherine
Robertson,./. William
Robinson, Jewdl
ROlenberg. Mr. D. B.
Roy, Mrs. Cecelia
Wade. Muy
~:r::r~eJh;elurtney
Walker, Manette
Waller. Dorothy
Walten, Elizabeth
Walters, Lillian
Warren, Catherine
Watta, J~well .. .
Whiteman, Ellen Vuglllia
Whitsitt. Mildred
Wilson, Elizabeth
wuscn, Minllle.
Wilson, Mr e, Mizell
Winnie, Catherine
Woolridge. Harriet
~:~:~t~n~i~~~ George. F.
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RECAPITULATION
STUDENTS BY STATES
25 Montana._._ •••••• _•••••••• - •• --.- •• ~Alabama_ •••••••••• _ ••• ~ _ ••••••••••• 6 Nebra.ka ._ ••• _._ •••••• _· __ ···_~·· 2
~~M~:~i.;-::= = _ =====.... - - ======. ===== 7 ~~:~ &1~~i~~::::::: =: :::::= ::: ::::: 2
Colcradc , ••• ._._. ••• _. • ~ New YorL. __•• _." •• _. __••••• __._ •• _. ~
Delaware •••••• • __ -.- ••• - •• ---~ II North Carolina ••• _. ._ •• •••• 24
Florida - •• - •••• -- •• -. -. -.- - - -. - •• -. - - 23 Ohio_ - - .•• _•• -. - -- •• -. - -- - ••• - - •••••• 25
Georgia ---- ••••• ----.-- I Oklahoma_ .• _•••• _•• _•• • ~····· 2
~f;{f[D~:~~m:::~~~~~m~--~m:~II!" I~~B~;;;;;.~:':,~;h:~d".'~',·;"b.:~;::-::;:~.-;O':.;--".,-::::-_:;a:~::_-:~:-;--:::.-:-:-:-,:~-:::-.-:-:-m-:::--::_;:;:_;:~: -:-~s-;::-.-:::--:~:.-;-:-:;-;;_!-:.--::: _-:_:;:-::-:: ~ ~::_:-::, ';','0::l;~ftif~~'·..~-mmm~H_m~-d ~.~:..:::... .
Crockett, Martha
Culbreth, Ada R.
Culbreth. Sarah
Drane. France.
Duncan. Alleene
Farris. Williams
Fulcber, Sallie Wel.h
Gabriel. Slater Mary
Gay. Edna May
McFadden, Janet
MePbeuon, Mr. Joaeph T.
Mancheseer, M ••. Paul
March, Peilgy .
May, Katherine Louise
Melton, Mr. Jame~ E.
Merteue, Mr. Lew,"
Miller. Margaret
Mill., Katherine
RUlleli, Toline
Ryan, Jame.
Sawrie, Florence
Sawrie, Georgia. .
SeOlabaugh, Ludle Mal
Shepherd. Sara h
Simmons, Margaret
Simpson, Elizabeth
Smith, Mary R.
Somerville, Helen
Speier, Mary
Stateler, Mary Lucille
Sulliman, Mn. Zana
Sullivan, Anne E.
Taber, Katherine
ThUll, Clemence
Tinlley. Dorothy .
Trousdale, Mr.s. Gouldlllg
Wad .., KlltherLne
BA DW
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TR E L M O' N
CRADUATES AND CERTIFICATE PUPILS, 1924-1925
GRADUATE IN THE CLASSICAL COBR.SE
Helen Louise Murtagh Iowa
GRADUATES IN THE GENERAL COURSE
Maxine Abbott. . Iowa
r~~1;~dJ ~ccre.~~~~~~~~::::::__::::: ~enxo :
Ruth Bailey. Tenne .. "e
Helen Bube"______________ __Illinois
Helen Textor Bit.rler .fndialla
Carol S. Boedeker . Missouri
Doris Born K~nsas
Pauline Bowden. .Georgia
Mary Eleanor Bracy _ _ __ _ Arbnsos
Mane Brazelton Texas
Elizabeth Buckner .Winoi.
Maribel Buford. Tennessee
MHY Franc~s Byard Ohio
Ann Juliette C"lIihan Kentucky
J an~ Campb~IL . Ten neUee
C"ro Louis~ Chri~tiancy_. Michigan
Margaret Clement. . _ ._ •• Texas
Sar"h Margaret Cole_._. Miuouri
M"ry Minnetta Cron. .lllinoi.
Alice Ro"ne Cro ..... North Carolina
Raehd Louise Crowder lndiana
~~~~~a6~~i;.~_~~I~~~.: ~~~.: .: .: ~~~c.¥~~~~
Hden E1}zabHh DornbU!ch Mi,.issippi
Mary Elizabeth Duncan Mi .. ouri
Louise Eden. __ .. .• . Texas
Hazdle Lee Edwards _ .• Louisiana~r~~:~t;J~~~~:~~~-:::----~~: H f~~::,~:
Anna Louis~ F\\II~r • ._ Miuouri
Frnncee Craft Full~r .. • __Missouri
M"rgaret Lane Goodwyn. South Carolina
Cora Groce Gr"yb~al. • __ . lllinois
Margu~rite Gullieksen .•.• __ . lHinois
EI~anor Virginia Guthrie. . Tennes~ee
~,~~;W[~t~i~tk·H<ttt1;!t~j
Edna Dorotllea Huthltciner ._Indiana
Virgini" Ann Hyndman Okbhoma
~~~~' IIttY{'ee:,;p .-.-.-.-_-_-_-.-.-__.- -_-~-.-12~e,~;L~:t;
Alle~ C.ook !C~nnedy Kentucky
MarjOrie Allee K~rr • Miehigan
Mary E. Young. _
Hden Polly Klock Mlch,gan
~~[;,;lilo~I~~g_~ ~ •• •-_~ : •• -_•-_~ • •• -_wi;~~:i~
Maric Louise Kullman Louisiana
Helen Louise L~swelL __ . Kentuck)"
~fi~atCt~eG~~:'~ -M~Cj~;r- _'__.-.: .-.-_LM'i'~:~unri·
Mary Itasca McCullough. .Alabama
Martha McCutcheon. T~xa.
Gertrude Margaret Mcintosh _ .• W ,,~hington
F:lIow~e McK~~ __. __ . T~xa.
~iiJreWtj:~~r,..- -------- ---- __.-L~~~i:~~
Ellen May Martin .. lllinoi.
Evdyn Matilda Mattingly. . __T~nn~u~c
Tl~dma Lyl~ M~~de . Virginj"
Mtldred E. MorrlSon __ ._ __Nonh C"rolin"
Marietta Susan MOu. lllinois
Mildr~d Merle Mullendore. Oklahoma
{~~:P~i~ho~~~c_l~i~~ ": :::: .: = : ~ .: : .: i~ ~i:
borothy Owene Norman .. Tenneue~
Harriet F. N)"ce_. • Ohio
r1\~i.~~1;:~;:;:~::~:~:;;::N@;~~~))
Ina Robbins Rebman ._Alabnma
Jan~ M"jor Recd_. lndian"
J~an. l.r~ne Richardson • Miehiga n
rgf;a~ii~~~~~~:::~:::::j j :::j j:::: ~r~}~~~
Marjori~ Blythe Smith __ . " Kans:1S
ii:~~n,~~~:~i:~o.~;~ :=:==:::: :~~-~~~~~'~~
Mary Ruth Strother .• Kentucky
Marian Charlton Sullivan T~nn ••• ~~
Elizabeth Le.li~ Tatm"ll. __ . Mi .. ouri
Glad)". Eloise Ta ylor __. __ • Loui.i"n"
Jo'cphin~ Isabel Ta)"lor. •. iIIinois
~{aarC;J~:a!fu~~~r~:~~:::~'-'-::::: ~: T~lnnn~isa.~:
Vef!l~I~ Van Dev~nter . __ . lIlinois
~euy Genevi~ve WilsOIl. • Ohio
ay _~~~~\q.~-;,""n-c~;.;_.;_- -- - - - _. __ .. _Tenncn~~
CRADUATE IN PIANO
Clcmenc~ ThuSi_ . __ • Ten"~ .. ee
_ Te~a.
GRADUATES IN EXPRESSION
___ Te~as
Juli" Garrett _
Berni~ce Martin
GRADUATE IN HOME ECONOMICS
LiJly. M. DuvaIL._. Kentueky
GRADUATES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
E~~i~~K~n":·B~\;,~I~-n-_-.~:::~~: :::: ?_kba~~~~~Muy Elizabeth Curry _ . Miehig"n
Annie Ruth ]ellllings .. _~_a_~e!_~~~_~ai~;;~;i--- _Wisconsin
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN THE HIGH·SCHOOL COURSE
Sara Rebecca Bail~}· llIinoi. Mari" Leath Calh
fa~~t~P:~d~~~~~:'-:__'-'-.-.-.-.-. ._~~~~Oi,'i~~~ ~b:~ie~~~j~.~~-n.--- .-__._.-.-.- ~M:~'~~S~:
~~rraln~ SElcanor Britt T enlleS'e" H~len Janis Cle;;i;;,;l- - ._- -.- - - _, cnnes.~~
anc~. UGh. - - - - -- - -- . T~nne8Sce J o.ephine Cliff. -- -- - - -_-.- -.f::~b:eas.s~:
I
w DA R
Vari~ E.t~ll~ Colli~r T~nnes"~~
Elizabeth Creighton ..• Tenneeeee
Dorothy Davis. Illinois
Dorothy .hn~ D~Mott. •• _. Kansas
Marion E. Dinning Miehig~n
Katherine Edmison._. T~nn~ .. ~~
Zaidee Lee Fearer; ._. Texas
Edith J~nks Gain~s. Tcnn~ .. ~~
L~nla~;'Ili;H~~k;tt__.~-_:::~~~:~:~~~iJi~:i:
Sara Franc~. Ha.selL • 'Tennessee
Harriett. Hollinshead Tenn~ssee
H~len J~ssi~ Holt. Tennessec
Hel~n How~e . Tenn~.s~~
Helen Huddl~8ton. • Oklahoma
~~~~\~~~~t:i~c{~K:li~ ~-_-.. -_-_-_-_-_~~FI~:id~
Elizab~th Jan~ Kerr Illinois
Thelma Beatrice L~ngdon_" Tenn~B8~e
Helen Lindsley Tenn~.se~
Louise Jackson McAlister . Tenn e.. ~~
Dorothy Mai Yeargin
B M o NE L
Mar)" Sue McQuiddy ~_. Tennessee
Melis.a Matthews. • T~nne .. ee
Alline P~ah Mitchener . Miuiuippi
Hel~n Lan~ Moore. Tenneeeee
Mary Daniel Moor~. •• __Tenn~ue~
Mary L. Morelock . Tenne •• ~e
Lucia Adelaide Olsen . Kansas
Marion Eliza beth P~arson T~nn~98ee
Eli7.ab~t,h Shaekelford . T~nneu:~
Marion Hilton Sherman • .G~orgla
Margaret Shir~man New York
Franc~. McWi11iams Spears __..• __T~nn~u~~
~~~~in~~i~ch·e'r -.: -_-_-.': - -_-.: ~~K:~:~:
Mary Alice Tolman . Tenn~68ee
Dorothy Wad~. Tenn~ .. ~e
Carolyn Gale W "lIaee . Illincie
Mary Alexandra Ware. Colorado
Mary Elizabeth Warren. Tenne.s~e
Sarah Savill a West Oh,O
Allie Shive" Willi,. Tennessee
.• Tenn~ss~e
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN PIANO
Helen France. Allen. Tenne .. ~~
Sarah Dunlap . Ten"e85~e
Ma.ry McLarry Texas
Marion Margaret Packard. South Dakota
Nola Ir~ne Arter_
CERTIFICATE PUPIL$ IN VOICE
____________ lllincia Sister Mary Magdalen Kenmev __ Tennessee
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN ORGAN
Chrinine Harwood Tennessce j1r"nces Patriek. .
Frances Stewart. Tenn~"see
__Tennessee
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN HOME ECONOMICS
Edna Doroth~a Huthstciner 1ndi"na Forrestine Piekering ._. _
Hortense Ray! • T~nne .. ~e
< __ Miuouri
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN EXPRESSION
Mary Morrill Allen Illinois EII~n Gertrude Mcreb-ad T~nnessee
Helen Textor Bittler ~ Indiana Jane Nicholson_._. • lIlinoi.
~~~=bC~~h~:~~i~_a_n_~~- :-_~- ~- "_T;~~~~~:¥:::~Lp:o~;~~~~ne-. --- - - - .-.-.-.-~~11Ji~~~:
Alice Roane Crou_. North Carolina Hd~n Potts__ _ Georgia
Viola Engler Tenne .. ~e Llldll~ Price Tennene~
V I J Oklahoma M"ry Ruth Stroth~r • Kent~ck'y
D~~:hyoKe~;ght-:'-'- ::: ~ - - __.-.-.-.-~ T~xas JOI~phin~ Isa bel Taylor . Illlno,"
Man~ LoUls~ Kullman Loui,i"na Margar~t Wi.e. T~nnen~~
Gertrude M"rgar~t Mcintosh Washington Fay Young. . • Tenneue~
Mary E. Young Tenne .. ~~
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN ART
Hettie Ellis __• • •Tennes.~~ Harri~t HoJ1jn.h~ad . Tenn~ .. ee
Marguerite Gulliekson • Tllino.il Thelma Morrow T~nn~ .. ~e
Nancy Emalin~ Hamhy_. • Georgla Alma Sumn~r Potts_________ ___Louisi""a
Virginia Seholz~ • ._Indiana
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN DOMESTIC ART
Mar ar~t L. Humphrey _. Michiga.n Katherine Killebn,y; •• T~nn~ss~~
Phyl'is W. K~hm . • Oh,o . MarlJ"aret Jan~ Moms. • Ohlo
Camill" Josephine Pr~Ult. ._Alabama
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN SECRETARIAL COURSE
Margar~t B"rnard H"llby . Delaware Phyllis W. K~hm .• ----<--.-----
CERTIFICATE PUPIL IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Doroth~a Rosali~ Kahn_ .. Ohio
__ .Ohio
CERTIFICATE PUFIL IN DANCING
Mildr~d Pool • K~ntucky
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